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W. S. MERWIN 
A FIELD SYMPOSIUM 

W. S. MERWIN: A FIELD SYMPOSIUM 
Since 1952, when his first collection, A Mask for Janus, ap¬ 
peared in the Yale Series of Younger Poets, chosen by W. H. Auden, 
William Stanley Merwin has been an important and distinctive 
presence on the American poetic scene. Forty-five years of pro¬ 
ductivity as a poet is one anniversary we are remarking here. An¬ 
other is the fact that this is the poet's seventieth year. And it's 
also useful to note that The Lice, which for many readers lies at 
the direct center of all this achievement, appeared exactly thirty 
years ago, in 1967. It was followed closely by two other remark¬ 
able collections. The Carrier of Ladders and The Miner's Pale Chil¬ 
dren, books that have to be mentioned in any careful history of 
the most significant landmarks and watersheds in our poetry 
since World War II. 
Here at FIELD, especially during our first five to ten years of 
operation, it was impossible to underestimate Merwin's achieve¬ 
ment because a large percentage of poets who sent us work 
seemed to be imitating him, some rather successfully, many 
rather disastrously. What he was expressing at that time seemed 
to be what others felt they should and could express, and if imi¬ 
tation is a form of flattery, then Merwin had no rival among the 
flattered. 
Generally, we sent the imitations back and were happy when 
we could secure the originals. Our second issue carried "The 
Egg," a prose poem. Our third had "Habits," a poem mentioned 
below in James Baker Hall's essay. Our fourth had another prose 
poem, "The Broken." And so was established a relationship that 
helped us to define our own values, one part of an aesthetic that 
was and is, to borrow from another Merwin title, a moving target. 
The essays below touch on work of that period and on recent 
achievement. They do not of course pretend to cover everything. 
A truly comprehensive look would go further into the work of the 
fifties and early sixties. It would also have to take account of the 
huge achievements in translation, ranging from the early work, 
e.g. The Song of Roland, on through the brilliant versions of poets 
like Neruda, Mandelstam and Follain. We owe our sense of these 
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poets, and especially their immediacy to our own enterprise and 
situation, to Merwin's faithful and inspired labors as a translator. 
Here too, in trying to identify and present the best current trans¬ 
lations, this magazine has hoped to match the example of the poet. 
Merwin's social activism is yet another aspect of his achieve¬ 
ment. He figured significantly in the resistance by writers to the 
Vietnam War, and has more recently been a champion of environ¬ 
mental causes. The way in which his sense of responsibility as a 
citizen of the planet interacts with his life as a poet is a modest 
but potent paradigm for other writers. 
A seventieth birthday salute, then, to this poet who has so 
truly and thoughtfully "kept the faith." 
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SOME LAST QUESTIONS 
What is the head 
a. Ash 
What are the eyes 
A. The wells have fallen in and have 
Inhabitants 
What are the feet 
A. Thumbs left after the auction 
No what are the feet 
A. Under them the impossible road is moving 
Down which the broken necked mice push 
Balls of blood with their noses 
What is the tongue 
A. The black coat that fell off the wall 
With sleeves trying to say something 
What are the hands 
A. Paid 
No what are the hands 
A. Climbing back down the museum wall 
To their ancestors the extinct shrews that will 
Have left a message 
What is the silence 
A. As though it had a right to more 
Who are the compatriots 
A. They make the stars of bone 
9 
Bruce Beasley 
THE ANTI-CATECHISM OF W. S. MERWIN 
All week I've been reading catechisms and rereading W. S. 
Merwin. What a juxtaposition: the catechists' unironic faith in 
reasoned and pious inquiry, against the jeremiad-like voice of The 
Lice, a voice so aware of its own complicity in the lies of language 
and reason that it barely dares to speak. A catechism by Calvin 
particularly fascinates me: how smoothly the child's memorized 
responses (recited, sabbath by sabbath, to the minister) fill up the 
vast mysteries the questions carve out in time: What is the prin¬ 
cipal and chief end of man's life? To know God. What is man's 
chief felicity? The same, to know God. As the sabbaths proceed, 
the questions become more theologically sophisticated, more cut¬ 
ting: "But it appeareth not that any profit cometh unto us bv this, 
that Christ hath won the victory over death, seeing that we 
notwithstanding cease not to die?" And the child is made to an¬ 
swer: "That doth not hinder; for the death of the faithful is now 
nothing else, but a ready passage unto a better life." 
It's that kind of epistemological confidence, that simplicity, in 
the child's forced confession of faith that Merwin lambasts so bit¬ 
terly in his famous anti-catechism, "Some Last Questions." Like 
the catechisms, Merwin's "last" questions are eschatological in¬ 
vestigations, questions about ultimate things (the last things in 
human time, the first things in transhuman significance). The title 
seems at first disarmingly casual: just a few more final questions 
to tie up loose ends before you go. But these are "last questions," 
more darkly, in that the questioner has become exhausted with the 
futility of tethering question to answer. "Some Last Questions" 
borrows the form of the catechism, but sets out to radically un¬ 
dermine the linkage of rational question to rational answer, or of 
insuperable question to piously surrendered answer. Merwin 
here, as in so many of his poems in the '60s and '70s, critiques the 
whole notion that language can begin to contain any intelligible or 
meaningful response to "last questions," questions that "last" or 
endure precisely because they can't be satisfactorily answered, 
can't be walled-in by reasoned words and their attendant meta¬ 
physical certainties. The poem, appearing near the beginning of 
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The Lice in 1967, announces a shorting-out of the wires of logic and 
coherence, philosophical and theological inquiry; question and 
answer repel each other like magnets of the same charge, and the 
poem makes a mess of any of our attempts to set it right. 
"That doth not hinder," the child is made to retort in cate- 
chesis. But in Merwin's poem, every question hinders, and every 
answer hinders all the more. Merwin conducts a kind of verbal 
dissection of a body — autopsying the head, eyes, feet, tongue, 
hands — leaving us to wonder who or what has died, and what 
fatal agent the inquest has discovered. 
Imagine a satisfactory answer to the deceptively straightfor¬ 
ward question with which the poem begins: "What is the head." 
The seat of the brain, of the face, of the eyes and ears and mouth 
and nose, we might say; center of all human sensing and cogni¬ 
tion. But in Merwin's anti-catechism, the answer is blunt and ter¬ 
minal: "Ash." We hardly know what to do with such an abrupt 
and impatient beginning: ashes to ashes, dust to dust; the seat of 
reason, imagination, emotion, and sense is ash in the sense of 
being mortal; ash meaning that it has been exterminated, as in a 
crematorium (Plath's "Ash, ash — /You poke and stir./Flesh, 
bone, there is nothing there — "). Well, then, the interrogator con¬ 
tinues, "What are the eyes"? Not, certainly, mirrors of the soul; 
the response here is a blunt statement that at first has no discern- 
able relationship to the question: "The wells have fallen in and 
have/inhabitants." What are the "inhabitants" of the eyes but 
light, vision, the entire phenomenal world? The world is trapped 
in the bottomless, sinking well of our flawed perception, se¬ 
creted, inaccessible, dying. 
And so on through the post-apocalyptic landscape of the 
head: ashes, collapsed wells, signs of desolation and catastrophe. 
And on through the body: feet, tongue, hands: Merwin defines 
the extremities and instruments of sense and speech through 
grotesquely disconnected metaphors, vehicle so far from tenor 
they can barely hear each other's shouts. Everything's immobi¬ 
lized, falling down, dehumanized: the hands are left as a pre¬ 
served cultural artifact "on the museum wall"; the feet are "left 
after the auction." The hands, "Climbing back down the museum 
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wall/To their ancestors the extinct shrews that will/Have left a 
message/' attempt to reconnect with the prophets of their own 
extinction. But the message of extinction, though "left,” is never 
heeded, and Merwin becomes a kind of 20th-century Cassandra, 
tearing down the certainties and the terrible logic that has 
brought us, technologically, to where we are. 
Asked why her stories of redemption were always so violent 
and grotesque, Flannery O'Connor said you have to shout when 
speaking to the hard-of-hearing; in a secularized and complacent 
culture, you've got to shock an audience into coming to terms 
with issues of ultimate significance. In his own way, Merwin does 
the same thing here. The feet, in a grotesque substitution, are 
"thumbs" (our categories of differentiation — feet vs. hands, toes 
vs. thumbs — disintegrate into nonsense). And not just thumbs 
but thumbs "left after the auction." We can't quite make sense of 
that in any way we're used to making sense, and so we're forced 
to shudder and go on, bringing with us a vague sense of violation 
and displacement and loss (auctions, after all, are often conducted 
to dispose of the belongings of the dead). Something is wrong 
with the language here, with the whole divorce of response from 
question. (It's as though, in the liturgy, when the priest pro¬ 
claimed "Lift up your hearts," the congregation should answer, 
not "We lift them up to the Lord" but something violent, incon¬ 
gruous, antisensical, like "Spears in the pierced side.") Merwin 
won't tell us what's wrong; it's the very sense of wrongness, of vi¬ 
olation, the breakdown of our traditional ways of making sense of 
the world around us, of feeling at home here, that provides the 
only hope. For Merwin's world of the 1960s is one in which 
human logic and common sense and order have led to unthink¬ 
able horrors of destruction and extinction (animal and potentially7 
human) we've managed not to let ourselves even see. "What are 
the eyes/A. The wells have fallen in and have/inhabitants." 
Part of the terrifying structure of "Some Last Questions" is 
that, just as soon as we've rehabituated ourselves into a new kind 
of poem (and logic) where questions and their answers are fu- 
tilely cast-apart, the poem resists such comfort (like bacteria that 
immunize themselves to whatever antibiotics bombard them). 
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Refusing to allow us the comforting complacency and passiveness 
of surrealistic nonsense (nothing makes sense so we might as well 
sit back and enjoy the ride), the poem seems to insist that there 
are, after all, wrong or unacceptable answers, meaning the cate- 
chistic responses aren't arbitrary and meaningless after all. It's 
unsettling, because it forces us to look back at the answers and 
questions, try harder to discover in what sense the answers have, 
all along, been right. "What are the hands"? "Paid" won't do as 
the answer: the commercial vision of the hands as receivers of 
funds, of the self as earner of its own material keep, isn't what the 
interrogator means to get. "No," the interrogation insists, "what 
are the hands." And the second answer links them, much more 
tellingly, instead to the extinction of other species, to the hands' 
own status as a kind of grotesque stuffed trophy mounted in a 
museum. What we have done to others will be done to us. Simi¬ 
larly, the feet aren't going to remain "thumbs left after the auc¬ 
tion," disturbing and violent as that is. Instead, they are made 
motionless, passive, helpless, while the road beneath them moves 
and mice, "broken-necked" from mousetraps, keep moving as ir¬ 
repressible reminders of human violence. Like the trained mice of 
laboratory experiments, like the trained seal performing at Sea 
World, the hideous spectacle goes on (the mice pushing their own 
dried blood), and the feet suffer its going. 
And so on throughout the poem. The tongue, instrument of 
speech, suffers a sea-change into something strange, but hardly 
rich: "the black coat that fell off the wall/With sleeves trying to say 
something." As the feet are stilled over the "impossible road," so 
the tongue is inanimate, incapable of speech, impotently "trying to 
say something." And what it is trying to say, we'll never be told. 
Perhaps the saddest question and answer exchange is the 
enervated "What is the silence/ A. As though it had a right to 
more." The answer refuses to respond to the question; takes silence 
as natural, as deserved, as only appropriate: speech, poetry, any 
language don't deserve to exist because of the poverty of their con¬ 
tent and the violence of the dream of reason that underwrites 
them. The poem wells up out of the silence long enough to declare 
its own lack of right to exist, the hopelessness of its own utterance. 
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Nevertheless, the poem goes on, to one last last question: 
"Who are the compatriots." The saying that comes in reaction — 
"They make the stars of bone" — is a slippery one. They trans¬ 
form the bone into stars ("Of his bones are coral made"): that is, 
the bodily is remade, transfigured into the heavenly. Or its con¬ 
verse: the stars themselves are made of bone, are celestial signs of 
the mortality of all they shine upon. "Compatriots" is, of course, 
a highly charged word in the political landscape of The Lice: the 
patriots have armed themselves with instruments of ultimate de¬ 
struction, the patriots are napaiming the jungles of Vietnam. To 
make, then, the "stars of bone" suggests, on one level, to elevate 
— through abstractions like heroism and love of freedom — 
Death into a transcendental ideal, to stellify something hideous 
and unthinkable, to make death our very fate. 
Merwin's despairing catechism instructs, like any catechism, 
in the ways of talking about things that are, by definition, beyond 
language's power to speak. (Augustine, the story goes, compared 
his effort to write a treatise on the Trinity, and thus contain the 
nature of godhead in human language, to a child trying to pour 
the sea, bucket by bucket, into a tiny hole he'd dug in the sand.) 
But "Some Last Questions" suggests, darkly, that it is the very 
logic of question and answer, the Socratic method and all its re¬ 
verberations, that has led us inexorably to the last times, times 
when any day, any question, could be the last. In the years just 
after the Cuban missile crisis, during massive escalation of the 
Vietnam War, Merwin's catechist declares the human head "ash" 
and the stars above us "bone"; the voice breaks through silence 
long enough to sever the sinister logic of human progress and to 
suggest the human race doesn't deserve more than silence, for 
our reason and our rationalizations and our patriotic rhetoric 
have brought us to catastrophe not prefigured but self-made. It's 
one of the most seethingly angry and pessimistic poems I've ever 
read, and yet thrilling in its comic savagery and in its implicit 
hope that its critique of Western logic and transcendental ideal¬ 
ism can sever the terrible certainties of progress that have 
brought us where we are. 
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I LIVE UP HERE 
I live up here 
And a little bit to the left 
And I go down only 
For the accidents and then 
Never a moment too soon 
Just the same it's a life it's plenty 
The stairs the petals she loves me 
Every time 
Nothing has changed 
Oh down there down there 
Every time 
The glass knights lie by their gloves of blood 
In the pans of the scales the helmets 
Brim over with water 
It's perfectly fair 
The pavements are dealt out the dice 
Every moment arrive somewhere 
You can hear the hearses getting lost in lungs 
Their bells stalling 
And then silence comes with the plate and I 
Give what I can 
Feeling It's worth it 
For I see 
What my votes the mice are accomplishing 
And I know I'm free 
75 
This is how I live 
Up here and simply 




W. S. MERWIN AS DRAMATIST 
The Lice (1967) is a dreambook, a mirror, a chamber of hor¬ 
rors, a scathing political critique, an eschatology, a survival man¬ 
ual. For members of my generation who were in college in the 
late 60s and early 70s, the book was a totem we carried around 
and memorized, a talisman we used to help us define the world 
we lived in and the poems we longed to write. Many of its indi¬ 
vidual lines came to have the inevitability of familiar aphorisms: 
Of all the beasts to man alone death brings justice 
(50) 
On the door it says what to do to survive 
But we were not born to survive 
Only to live 
(33) 
What you do not have you find everywhere 
(55) 
If I were not human I would not be ashamed of anything 
(71) 
The poems' distinctive vision exemplified something both con¬ 
temporary and timeless, both strikingly original and hauntingly 
universalized. Indeed, much of the volume's power seemed to lie 
in its emphasis on paradox, its ability to balance — or, better, to 
hold in suspension — apparently opposing and even mutually 
exclusive impulses: a landscape at once pastoral and apocalyptic, 
a perspective both private and prophetic. One of the most famil¬ 
iar ways of describing this quality, this ability to establish a dou¬ 
ble consciousness by highlighting the fluidity of boundaries, is to 
call the poems "mythic." 
In talking about Merwin's work as mythic, critics seem to 
refer to at least three related qualities: its displacement from the 
immediate circumstances of time and place, so that even the most 
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mundane of objects and events imply something beyond them¬ 
selves, its air of philosophical detachment, whereby even moods 
of terrible shame and suffering are coolly, objectively rendered; 
and its rhetorical strategies, imbuing his subjects with a riddling, 
sybilline sense of mystery. All of these tendencies, of course, re¬ 
flect a certain degree of distancing, and while there is ample tes¬ 
timony to the power it has on many readers, for others it raises 
thorny questions. For poets like Robert Pinsky and Alan Wil¬ 
liamson, whose views are characterized with evident approval by 
Marjorie Perloff, it represents "a thinly disguised evasiveness, a 
turning of one's back on the real world" (141). James Atlas calls 
Merwin's poems of this period "monotonous, interminable, self- 
imitative," and laments their detached perspective: "excessive 
transmutation of our 'modern dilemmas' has caused us to misin¬ 
terpret them; what there should be more of at this time are cri¬ 
tiques, poems that situate us in the world, or elaborate on real 
conditions" (78-79). And Charles Molesworth finds the results 
dispiritingly formulaic: "I feel he has trapped himself in a myth¬ 
ic and psychological cul-de-sac which makes his language in¬ 
creasingly flavorless, like the exhaustion of an irony that has 
hung on too long. . . . Merwin asks too much of the lyric poem 
since he asks it to perform many of the functions of myth but 
without an anthropological love of detail and locale, and without 
the obsessive sense of release and containment we associate with 
ritual" (156-57). What links all these critics is their objection to 
what Atlas calls Merwin's "disembodied voice," which thev char- 
acterize as abstract, overgeneralized, and ungrounded. 
Returning to The Lice on its thirtieth anniversary, though, 1 
find myself struck by the degree to which its mythmaking is 
countered by a delicate and evocative dramaturgy. I use these 
terms in response to Molesworth, who continues his critique of 
Merwin by contrasting him with Beckett: 
His vision has some affinities with Beckett's, and his lan¬ 
guage has similar barrenness. But Beckett's dramaturgy, his 
sense of scene and narrative, give his minimalist language a 
richness that is further strengthened by an irreducible Ivri- 
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cism lurking beneath the corrosive irony. . . . Merwin's 
mythography doesn't fully realize just what Beckett's dra¬ 
maturgy provides: a sense of an audience, a dialogue, even a 
dialectic, between despair and renewal, comedy and tragedy. 
(156) 
But in fact 1 find considerable evidence in The Lice of exactly this 
“dramaturgical" quality, this effort to balance the timeless reach 
of myth with the immediate richness of scene and narrative. It is 
not well known that in his early career Merwin thought of him¬ 
self as at least as much a playwright as a poet, with several plays 
produced in this country and in England. And while he seems 
gradually to have abandoned that ambition, I believe its traces 
may be seen in many of the poems' exploration of character, psy¬ 
chology, and dramatic situation. The tendency to criticize Mer¬ 
win's work as unremittingly self-enclosed results, I believe, from 
a fundamentally Romantic bias, a perhaps unconscious assump¬ 
tion that the "I" of the poems represents the poet's own perspec¬ 
tive and experience. I'd like to challenge that perspective by sug¬ 
gesting that Merwin does not lack “a sense of an audience," that 
the speaker is often a deliberately staged construction designed 
to infuse the poem's experience with irony and wry humor. "I 
Live Up Here" is a useful example. 
The crux of the issue is of course in how one hears the voice 
of the poem. Is the "I" a "disembodied voice," simply a device 
Merwin can use for projecting certain abstract notions? On the 
contrary, for me the interest of this poem is in its persona's quirky 
individuality, the intricate nuances of his self-perception, the sur¬ 
prises with which the particular circumstances of his life and 
world swim momentarily into focus. This happens in quite a 
minimalist way, of course: "I Live Up Here" is anything but his¬ 
trionic, and indeed it is the very absence of dramatic gestures that 
defines the pathos of the speaker's existence: 
I live up here 
And a little bit to the left 
And I go down only 
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For the accidents and then 
Never a moment too soon 
Just the same it's a life it's plenty 
The stairs the petals she loves me 
Every time 
Nothing has changed 
His is a Prufrockian life: isolated, lived on the margins, voyeuris¬ 
tic ("I go down only / For the accidents"), sadly self-deluded 
("she loves me / Every time"). The speaker attempts to persuade 
us of the advantage of his elevated position — he never has to 
risk being involved in an accident because he's only around for 
the aftermath — but succeeds only in revealing the stasis in 
which he's trapped. This mood is enhanced by the plainspoken, 
self-effacing diction and the Beckettian rhythm of hesitation im¬ 
posed by line breaks and stanza divisions. 
In the central section, as the speaker turns his attention to the 
life he imagines taking place in the streets below, his language 
tellingly becomes richer and more metaphorical. A world which 
has been urban and contemporary now is inflected through icons 
of heraldry: 
Oh down there down there 
Every time 
The glass knights lie by their gloves of blood 
In the pans of the scales the helmets 
Brim over with water 
It's perfectly fair 
Read as disembodied mythography, these images are apt to sup¬ 
port the criticism of Merwin's work as generic and formulaic: if 
we ask in the abstract why the knights are glass or precisely what 
the brimming helmets represent, we're likely to reach fairly arbi¬ 
trary (and therefore formulaic) conclusions. If, on the other hand. 
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we read these images as projections of the speaker's over¬ 
determined imagination, forcing his ambivalence to the surface, 
they seem much more emotionally persuasive. Reminiscent of 
tomb effigies, the glass knights lying next to their gloves of blood 
evoke both violent death and heroic transcendence, both of which 
seem to repel and attract the speaker. Unlike the static precision 
of his life, the world of the streets is ruled by chance and change 
("The pavements are dealt out the dice / Every moment arrive 
somewhere"), and it's striking that he can describe this process 
without being able to express his feelings about it. He strains to 
maintain a sense of equanimity in the face of his uncertainty: in 
that sense "It's perfectly fair" has the same self-justifying weight 
as the earlier "Just the same it's a life it's plenty." 
And then, in the poem's most expressive moment, he conflates 
the external and interior worlds as a way of extricating himself 
from both: 
You can hear the hearses getting lost in lungs 
Their bells stalling 
And then silence comes with the plate and I 
Give what I can 
Feeling It's worth it 
The hearses echo the earlier references to accidents, blood, and 
mortality; significantly, his elevated position "up here" means 
that he can only hear, not see, them, but the lungs in which they 
become lost may well represent the depths of his own body, from 
which he seems equally detached. The ensuing silence is figured 
as an usher with a collection plate, we are now presumably at the 
funeral service itself, but significantly the speaker seems to be the 
only mourner. "I / Give what I can," he says (the line break is a 
perfect hesitation), and we suspect that what he can give — 
money, blood, love — is very little. "Feeling It's worth it": that 
smugly self-congratulatory moment of feeling, the only one in the 
poem, is perhaps its saddest. 
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The ending struggles to maintain the note of bland satisfac¬ 
tion. The speaker affirms his belief in democracy ("I see / What 
my votes the mice are accomplishing") and freedom, though in 
his self-imposed isolation these concepts must by definition lose 
any real meaning. By this point his voice is so attenuated and 
bleached of feeling that it rings deeply hollow: at the end he is re¬ 
duced to the most elemental sort of self-definition: 
This is how I live 
Up here and simply 
Others do otherwise 
Maybe 
His "simple" existence is of course anything but simple; the fact 
that he can only hypothesize about the possibility of other op¬ 
tions signals the degree of his denial. The multiplicity of the poem's 
irony, as revealed through the speaker's gradual self-revelation, 
depends crucially on a dramaturgical strategy. Certainly not all 
the poems in The Lice are built so fundamentally on the model of 
the dramatic monologue; many seem to draw much more directly 
from the poet's own consciousness. My point is that the book's 
voices are far more various and complex than the totalizing 
"mythological" analysis would allow; the collection is designed 
in a way that forces readers constantly to renegotiate their easy 
assumptions about the monolithic nature of the self. 
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THE BRIDGES 
Nothing but me is moving 
on these bridges 
as I always knew it would be 
see moving on each of the bridges 
only me 
and everything that we have known 
even the friends 
lined up in the silent iron railings 
back and forth 
I pass like a stick on palings 
the echo rises from the marbled river 
the light from the blank clocks crackles 
like an empty film 
where 
are we living now 
on which side which side 




Begin with Nothing, remote starting point, the area of dark¬ 
est color. Begin with Nothing which is yourself. Eternal Stranger, 
the poem which always acts alone. The poem supplies its refer¬ 
ences from its own surround. Sounds its own memory. The mind 
of the poem passes along interior surfaces. One does not contact 
the poem's ground without feeling bound to its secrecy. Its 
bridges reach in both directions; they appear as tangible lengths 
across an opening. They attach to neither side. They duplicate 
themselves. And you, who are Nothing, are duplicated on them. 
Moving. Dizzy with motion and altitude, but unafraid; "see," it is 
just as you imagined it would be. And Everything we have 
known, which is Nothing, lines up, as do our friends, who are 
immanent in the lustrous element of the bridges themselves. And 
we who are Nothing, along with Everything we have known, 
which is Nothing, have learned to listen so deeply, we have 
learned to "say it with silence our native tongue," with a fluency 
which distributes both sound and light just so, until there is no 
horror vaccui left in us. The unfathomable emptiness, negation, 
loss, absence have themselves become filling if not fulfilling. 
The poem is not given to nattering punctuation; the coexten¬ 
sive conjunction and admits its only grammatical transport. The 
river is marbled, which, in an adjective, supplies the multidirec¬ 
tional vein and opaque luminosity the entire envisions. Rhyme 
causes railings to ring on palings; be to see. Assonance narrows the 
circumference of physical tonal values: lined...in silent iron rail¬ 
ings. Consonance intensifies the psychic distance: stick...echo... 
clock...crackles. Outright repetition of words appears strangely 
less obtrusive, yet simultaneously more insistent: moving is mov¬ 
ing, bridges are bridges, and on which side which side reverberates 
back through the poem's dependent architecture. The Source, 
which may or may not be logos, is an imperatively ambiguous 
realm. 
Explicit delineation is eschewed. Friends are present, but re¬ 
main faceless and silent. A clock (likewise faceless) is positioned 
in space, but not in time. The poem's voice assumes a body only 
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as a likening to a stick passed over palings. Our immanent sepa¬ 
ration appears not as material self-interest, but as common feel¬ 
ing which gives meaning and shape to the obsessions that simple 
being provokes. Herein the forebrain shuts up. The Spirit, which 
may or may not be logos, is barely written. The poem has direc¬ 
tion but not Destiny. These bridges, which are Thresholds, will, 
without a doubt, indifferently leave us hanging. Chuang Tze said 
it, "Perfect joy is to be without joy." 
The marbled river, the blank clock, the empty film, the un¬ 
answered echo will not affirm us, but unerringly confirm our in¬ 
tense, spectral presence stretching into forever. Perhaps Glenn 
Gould was right, "The purpose of art is not the momentary ejec¬ 
tion of adrenalin but the lifelong construction of a state of won¬ 
der and serenity." If this precept is not unsound, W. S. Merwin is 
the quintessential exemplar. 
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THE PIPER 
It is twenty years 
since I first looked for words 
for me now 
whose wisdom or something would stay me 
I chose to 
trouble myself about the onset 
of this 
it was remote it was grievous 
it is true I was still a child 
I was older then 
than I hope ever to be again 
that summer sweating in the attic 
in the foreign country 
high above the piper but hearing him 
once 
and never moving from my book 
and the narrow 
house full of pregnant women 
floor above floor 
waiting 
in that city 
where the sun was the one bell 
It has taken me till now 
to be able to say 
even this 
it has taken me this long 
to know what I cannot say 
where it begins 
like the names of the hungry 
Beginning 
I am here 
please 
be ready to teach me 
I am almost ready to learn 
J 
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James Baker Hall 
IF THERE IS A PLACE WHERE THIS IS THE LANGUAGE 
I read W. S. Merwin's poems for twenty years, by way of 
'keeping up/ before my life opened me to their influence. During 
the late 70s and on into the early 80s, beginning when I was in my 
mid-forties, one and then another of them helped me to straighten 
my spine (dramatically) and to commence looking this way and 
that over my shoulders, wondering where I was, and doing what, 
and for what reasons, and who were all these other people, espe¬ 
cially those looking to me for poetry — what was I supposed to 
say? His work has ripened in the twenty years since, and my ap¬ 
preciation of it has ripened, but that's not the story I want to tell. 
I had been olcier than I hope ever to be again, as the voice of 
"The Piper" put it, and for too long, and I was almost ready to 
learn. That word "almost" thrilled me, I thought I knew why it 
was there, I had a hunch about what it must have taken to know 
to put it there. I was having "a long look at someone/Alone like 
a key in a lock/Without what it takes to turn," nearing the end of 
reading to keep up, and of other commotions in the world of 
reading to keep up. I was in the middle of transferring my alle¬ 
giance from one part of my mind to another, a piece of work that 
took years. 
HABITS 
Even in the middle of the night 
they go on handing me around 
but it's dark and they drop more of me 
and for longer 
then they hang on to my memory 
thinking it's theirs 
even when I'm asleep they take 
one or two of my eyes for their sockets 
and they look around believing 
that the place is home 
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when I wake and can feel the black lungs 
flying deeper into the century 
carrying me 
even then they borrow 
most of my tongues to tell me 
that they're me 
and they lend me most of my ears to hear them 
This was the voice of the night mind, many of the poems had 
it, addressing broad daylight, putting certain things on notice, 
common sense and the ego foremost, enlarging the world expo¬ 
nentially, saying it too played only by its own rules, saw through 
what it chose to see through, especially abstraction. For years I'd 
been involved with poetry, deeply, as a writer and teacher, but 1 
hadn't heard words with such a charge in a long time, not since 
the beginning, with Eliot, who taught me I was on a journey, and 
would encounter guides. 
"Habits" and "The Piper" were two of a number of such 
poems, they struck a sound I'd never heard before. They created 
a realm, "in the high barrens/where the light loved us," that I 
could visit, where "at last the juggler [was] led out under the 
stars," that often I could hang out in. It was "a long way/to the 
first/anything/come even so," where the language took me, 
within hearing of psychic boxcars coupling and uncoupling far¬ 
ther on up the draw. Remoteness was a god in those poems, sit¬ 
ting at the right hand of freedom, acerbity to the left, and when I 
was worthy they would invite me to the many wonders they 
presided over. Mostly I listened to the voices of the unborn, to the 
rumbles of competing lords, to the snap of whips loud and not so 
loud, and most of all to cries "frozen in another age." Those 
poems afforded me insight and great succor and replenished en¬ 
ergy, provided the key stuck in my lock the wherewithal to turn; 
and their realm, with "only the nameless hunger/watching us 
out of the stars,' made awe and reverence possible for me again, 
in a rush. Passage upon passage took the darkness of mv mind in 
a flash. This from "Something I've Not Done": 
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Every morning 
it's drunk up part of my breath for the day 
and knows which way 
I'm going 
and already it's not done there 
This from "Glass": 
One day you look at the mirror and it's open 
and inside the place where the eyes were 
is a long road gray as water 
and on it someone is running away 
a little figure in a long pale coat 
and you can't move you can't call 
it's too late for that 
who was it you ask 
This from "Lemuel's Blessing," addressed to the wolf: 
You that know the way. 
Spirit, 
I bless your ears which are like cypruses on a mountain 
With their roots in wisdom. Let me approach. 
I bless your paws and their twenty nails which tell their own 
prayer 
And are like dice in command of their own combinations. 
Let me not be lost. 
I bless your eyes for which I know no comparison. 
Run with me like the horizon, for without you 
I am nothing but a dog lost and hungry. 
Ill-natured, untrustworthy, useless. 
This from"The Saint of the Uplands": 
I took a single twig from the tree of my ignorance 
And divined the living streams under 
Their very houses. I showed them 
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The same tree growing in their dooryards. 
You have ignorance of your own, I said. 
They have ignorance of their own. 
This from "Teachers": 
what I live for I can seldom believe in 
who I love I cannot go to 
what I hope is always divided 
but I say to myself you are not a child now 
if the night is long remember your unimportance 
sleep 
The language of these poems had been slept on, had acquired the 
dream. Sometimes I would be up off my seat, slapping the wall 
with the book, or down on my hips, dancing, or down further, 
bowing. They spoke not to or about the unnameable, they spoke 
from it, as they were talking to the names. My soul cried — dared 
I say it — of joy and sorrow. 
Holed up for a school year in two rooms in downtown Lex¬ 
ington, the only tenant on the block, I was sleeping in a bag on a 
floor mattress, worn copies of Writings to an Unfinished Accompa¬ 
niment and The Moving Target within reach, over there with a table 
lamp, my smokes and bourbon. The Carrier of Ladders was there 
sometimes and sometimes The Lice or The Compass Flower, though 
three was too many — I wanted things kept simple over there. 
Without looking I'd reach out, occasionally during the day, 
always at night before I went to sleep, pick up one of those vol¬ 
umes, and open it at random, very rarely reading more than two 
or three poems, sometimes only one. Or I would reach for the 
book on the passenger's seat, pull off into a rest area, with a 
flashlight once, as if it were a road map. There coming up off the 
page would be "The Child" or "The Nails" or "Mist" or "Search" 
or "Lemuel's Blessing," teachings that seemed, often, directed 
straight at me. Many poems from these books seemed to have 
been everywhere I'd been, and understood a lot more, and others 
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seemed to be out mapping, with princely bravado, territory I'd 
only heard about. "The Place of Backs" began: 
When what has helped us has helped us enough 
it moves off and sits down 
not looking our way 
after that every time we call it 
it takes away one of the answers it has given us 
With a box of kitchen matches I'd fire up a Winston, my back 
to the pillowed wall, and a passage like that one would dance out 
of its cold fire into my mind, in that thrilling way only poetry can. 
Great poetry, I should say — encountered in time of change. The 
world as I had always known it was being set aside, not looking 
my way any longer, and the language of those poems was one of 
my principal guides, the principal one. What a life would be like, 
that knew what it knew, knew what "Lemuel's Blessing" knew, or 
"Mist," well, certain poems sang that song, quite a few sang it. 
"Here the nuthatch blows his horn/leading a thin procession of 
white wind//past the black trees/through the world," a world 
far more vivid and deeply experienced than the one I was fight¬ 
ing free of. The imagined experience of "A long line of ghosts 
waiting at a well/laughing/in the evening/and I am standing 
among them/the line runs through me/I feel it/a procession of 
dry clouds" was a good deal more real to me than most of what 
was going on in my actual life. You didn't seem to have to be sim¬ 
ply bewildered so much of the time, after all, and paralyzed — 
shame was not the only condition of the soul. 
BREAD AND BUTTER 
I keep finding this letter 
To the gods of abandon. 
Tearing it up: Sirs, 
Having lived in your shrines 
I know what I owe you — 
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I don't, did I ever? With both hands 
I've forgotten, I keep 
Having forgotten. I'll have no such shrines here. 
I will not bow in the middle of the room 
To the statue of nothing 
With the flies turning around it. 
On these four walls I am the writing. 
Why would I start such a letter? 
Think of today, think of tomorrow. 
Today on the tip of my tongue. 
Today with my eyes. 
Tomorrow the vision. 
Tomorrow 
In the broken window 
The broken boats will come in. 
The life boats 
Waving their severed hands. 
And I will love as I ought to 
Since the beginning. 
It was the poet's voice, as unmistakably and irresistibly as that of 
Rilke, or of Eliot, Stevens, Hopkins, language from the other side 
of the mind, from within the deep channel, full of legendary pri¬ 
vate urgency and the dream. Saying listen, listen, you lived by 
your ear in poetry's realm. The voice that brought nature poems 
and love poems and political poems and story poems and satires 
and on, all out in the same unmistakable signature. The poet's 
voice was his root sound, what words could and couldn't do its 
brooding subject. 
A beginning-of-the-morning "dog barking at its echoes in the 
mountains" was one of his many totem creatures, another the 
wolf who knew the consequences of having "hidden at wrong 
times for wrong reasons," another the spirit of poetry, that want¬ 
ed to reclaim the undivided attention of the original ear, and the 
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silence of sounds. Comfort had no place in the endeavor, "that lay 
in ambush for joy." 
That call to the ear, for devotion, was poetry's first sound, 
and its last, and in these poems, the source of their pride and 
their fierceness — they sent the night mind to open the door, not 
the cop; the ear, not the intellect. "The crown turns/and the 
eve/drilled clear through his head/turns/it is north every¬ 
where/come out he says." Until you'd heard the dream and re¬ 
sponded, this language was leading me to understand, poetry 
was likely to be stuck in your head, along with the rest of your 
life. You might just have to choose between studying and being 
studied, working on and being worked upon — the notion that 
you could have poetry both ways, back and forth, that might be 
just a school talk. "Not part of the country/part of the horizon," 
that was the way poetry sounded, talking of itself. 
"How do you think up all the surprising turns one finds in 
your poems," he was asked when he read on campus. 
"I don't think things up," was his answer. "I hear them." 
BEGINNING 
Long before spring 
king of the black cranes 
rises one day 
from the black 
needle's eye 
on the white plain 
under the white sky 
the crown turns 
and the eye 
drilled clear through his head 
turns 
it is north everywhere 
come out he says 
come out then 
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the light is not yet 
divided 
it is a long way 
to the first 
anything 
come even so 
we will start 
bring your nights with you 
In the presence of this language I knew . . . that you ought 
not begin a sentence this way unless you can finish it, without 
apology. Knew the sound of a poem when a sword was being 
drawn from between the lines, when essential nature was the 
aim. Knew that all the muddles of the workplace had the same 
domestic stamp, underneath the bureaucratic one; and many of 
my private life muddles as well, oh for sure, marked by fear. 
Knew that 'Today seventy tongues/are hiding in the trees" for 
those whose ears weren't in hock. In poem after poem the journey 
was into a crisis with abstraction, salvation in avoiding it, staying 
within the light "not yet divided," or trying to get there. 
Among the several shocks and challenges of "Habits" was 
this, I could hear that voice, through my students' ears and my 
own — "even in the middle of the night/they go on handing me 
around" — as poetry itself talking about its life in the academy. 
Conceptualizations were dropping more of it each year, it seemed, 
and for longer, taking away far too many of the answers it had 
given us. Leaving the would-be poets confused and sometimes 
bent out of shape, often suspicious of what was offered to them 
in the name of literary studies, sometimes hostile. 
I remember D. especially, who after years of studying and 
writing poetry papers heard the poet for the first time in "The 
Piper," and asked me to read it to him, and I asked him to read it 
back. You had to give up wanting to have anything to sav when 
the words got white, it was static on the line, that was my expe¬ 
rience, and his experience. "Listen to this," he said without pre¬ 
amble when 1 picked up the phone one morning. He was a lineman 
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for Bell South, calling from the top of a pole, "a white note nailed 
there in a can/with white words," to recite his latest favorite from 
The Moving Target. 
We listened a lot to Louise Gluck too, and C.K. Williams, Lu¬ 
cille Clifton, Emily Dickinson, wherever the poet's voice was 
being heard. Ai, Gerald Stern, Kinnell, Ginsberg, Rich, St. John 
Perse in English. "Listen to this," I said every chance I got at 
school, and then went home and said it some more to Mary Ann 
or over the phone, without preamble, or someone would say it to 
me, and then read a poem, maybe a second, and that would be 
the call, mostly, from the top of the pole. 
THE PORT 
The river is slow 
and I knew I was late arriving but had no idea 
how late 
in the splintery fishing port silence 
was waving from the nails 
dry long since 
the windows though rattling 
were fixed in time and space 
in a way that I am not nor ever was 
and the boats were out of sight 
all but one 
by the wharf 
full of water 
with my rotted sea-clothes lashed to a piling 
at its head 
and a white note nailed there in a can 
with white words 
I was too late to read 
when what I came to say is I have learned who we are 
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they waken in heads 
in the deaths themselves 
that was part of it 
when what I came to say was 
it is true that in 
our language deaths are to be heard 
at any moment through the talk 
pacing their wooden rooms jarring 
the dried flowers 
but they have forgotten who they are 
and our voices in their heads waken 
childhood in other tongues 
but the whole town has gone to sea without a word 
taking my voice 
There were the things imagined, the charms you wore along 
the way, and there was the imagination, the guide. The way this 
mind moved through a scene or a drama or an idea, its "impetu¬ 
ous prudence," well, there was a body yoga for the witness that 
went with the mental and spiritual one, a classical shiver and re¬ 
arrangement, an astonishing intimacy, a string without pulled 
from within. Another of its favorite gestures was to buckle and 
unbuckle. "Do I? Did I ever?/With both hands/Tve forgotten, I 
keep/Having forgotten." "Maybe he does not even have to 
exist/to exist in departures." Even at its most concrete the lan¬ 
guage of those poems was a wand, and each thing or moment or 
situation it touched opened up, could be seen through, became 
part of other goings-on that were seen through, inside time and 
outside simultaneously, "two seasons." When it had a visage, the 
visage was divided up and down, almost two of them, and the 
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eves not the same — and like everything else in that realm, they 
beheld you in a one-way transaction. For all the sensual delight 
with which those words took up the things of this world, they did 
it the way a dancer took up the next gesture, and for all the sense 
the form of the poem made of its accumulated gestures, it did it 
the way a button slipped out of a buttonhole. Or a knot was un¬ 
tied, or revealed to be no knot at all, just another first step on the 
long noway to anything. D. and I wondered if maybe ballet did¬ 
n't have a term for the upward evaporation that so often occurred 
at the end of those poems, where Time was a string that got 
pulled, and you felt it in parts of yourself otherwise remote, even 
secret. 
Dance, choreography, the language of those poems invited 
such comparisons, so palpably was the deepest beat kinetic and 
sensual, not intellectual, the razzle of ideas and metaphysics 
notwithstanding; its deepest knowledge in movement, in perfor¬ 
mance. It proposed always to see the thing through, that was its 
specific gravity — "Born once/born forever" — a promise and 
the presence of fierce honor, great intelligence. Words afforded 
the stage, attitude the setting, the poet's mind the drama, flash¬ 
ing through them like lightning, the bandit's whip, come to tell 
us we were not who we thought we were, and never had been. In 
the "clear night" of his words, I saw for myself "fish/jumping at 
stars." The intelligence in this language could get from a dead 
standstill to a modern dance of profiles as quickly as zen callig¬ 
raphy, and maintain it with such ease, it was a princeliness not 
just of style but of character, of essence. A poise in angular and 
wondrous action, of fearlessness, engagement, panache — teach¬ 
ings much deeper than thought. 
The urgency that always accompanied his words came not 
just from the subject at hand, and what he had to say about it, but 
from the work the words were doing — he was writing for his 
life, not about it. 
THE COLD BEFORE THE MOONRISE 
It is too simple to turn to the sound 
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Of frost stirring among its 
Stars like an animal asleep 
In the winter night 
And say 1 was born far from home 
If there is a place where this is the language may 
It be my country 
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THE WEIGHT OF SLEEP 
At the very mention of it there is one kind of person who 
laughs or looks away. You know at once where he is — in his life, 
in the story of the species, in the adventure of the planet. For the 
weight of sleep cannot be measured. By definition, some might 
say, though has it ever been defined? At least it cannot be mea¬ 
sured by any scale known to the perspectives of waking. Pre¬ 
sumably it might be measured one day if machines were con¬ 
trived that resembled us so closely that they slept. And required 
sleep. But there again, can we tell how they would differ from us? 
How their sleep would differ from ours? There again one reaches 
for definitions and touches darkness. 
And yet the weight of sleep is one of the only things that we 
know. We have been aware of it since we knew anything, since 
the first moment after conception. It grew with us, it grows along 
with us, it draws us on. Its relation to the gravity of the planet is 
merely one of analogy. The weight of sleep draws us back inex¬ 
orably toward a unity that is entirely ours but that we cannot pos¬ 
sess, that resembles the sky itself as much as it does the centers of 
the heavenly bodies. 
When did it begin? With life itself? Long before? Or a little 
time after, when consciousness, the whole of consciousness, 
scarcely begun, suddenly became aware of itself like a caught 
breath, and was seized with panic and longing and the knowl¬ 
edge of travail? Yes, it was then that the weight of sleep came to 
it, the black angel full of promises. With different forms for each 
life. Different dances. 
For the planet itself it was simpler. To the whole of the 
globe's first life as it became conscious of itself, everything 
seemed to have stopped in the terrible light. Everything stood in 
the grip of the single command: Weariness. Forever and ever. 
Then came the black angel. 
For the planet his shape can be pictured as that of a driving 
wheel of a locomotive. The rim is darkness; he is always present. 
The spokes are darkness. They divide the light, though they dis¬ 
appear as they turn. They meet at the center. The hub is darkness. 
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Across one side is a segment of solid black. There is the weight of 
sleep, properly speaking: its throne. There the wheel's mass pre¬ 
serves its motion. There its stillness dreams of falling. There what 




We encounter strange reversals when we enter Merwin's 
world. The substantial grows ghostly, while the invisible becomes 
more and more distinct and unmistakable. Processes that had 
seemed to have only one direction backtrack and undo them¬ 
selves. The careful segmentations of time and history coil up and 
writhe like anacondas. Familiarity recedes into strangeness and 
the wildest possibilities turn matter-of-fact. 
In his poems, these transformations have often occurred 
beforehand and the poem's utterance is likely to be mysterious to 
us until we have fully comprehended the irreality, or heightened 
reality, which it presupposes. Thus, in "Caesar" (The Lice), we 
have to understand how the thug on duty could call "night out of 
the teeth," and do it "one by one," before we can fully under¬ 
stand what it means for the speaker to be "Wheeling the presi¬ 
dent past banks of flowers / Past the feet of empty stairs / Hop¬ 
ing he's dead." The poem feels languid, but its effects are 
extremely concentrated and carefully measured. When we have 
made the right alignments, then Kennedy's assassination is also 
Caesar's, and Roman anomie is American anomie. There's a 
shiver of horror, recognition, delight (at the gothic gesture and at 
having someone speak forbidden thoughts) and quiet anger, all at 
once. 
Acclimating ourselves to these dreamy, photo-negative 
worlds is part of the pleasure and challenge we face with Merwin, 
and the unerring rightness of a poem can withhold itself until we 
have stepped fully into its implications. The prose poems, by con¬ 
trast, often teach us how to step and step again, feeling our way, 
tracing a process. By borrowing the procedures of the essay and 
parable, flirting with the discursive, the objective, and the sys¬ 
tematic designs of allegory, they are less apparently subversive 
than the poems, but finally equally so, wolves in sheepskins, 
more lupine when they finally reveal themselves behind their ap¬ 
parently reasonable rhetoric. 
"The Weight of Sleep" is a case in point. With this title and 
concept, Merwin already, in a sense, has his poem. The idea in- 
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stantly invites metaphoric elaboration and speculation. It's a 
poem-kit. One sees this frequently in Merwin's work, as for instance 
in "For the Anniversary of My Death" (The Lice). There the idea 
that we all have an unknown death-day to match a known birth¬ 
day is so intriguing that the point of the poem seems almost fully 
realized in its title. In that particular instance, Merwin quickly 
sketches out the implications and then moves to an image that 
looks beyond his own insecure knowledge and time-entrapment: 
"As today writing after three days of rain / Hearing the wren 
sing and the falling cease / And bowing not knowing to what." 
In "The Weight of Sleep," there's more opportunity, given 
the scope and leisure of the prose poem, for play, for hide-and- 
seek, for doubling back. By risking the prosaic as an extension of 
a poetic subject and concept, Merwin keeps the enterprise aloft 
for longer than we thought he could, a sleight-of-hand virtuoso 
turn. 
His models here are primarily French — the piece has affini¬ 
ties with Ponge, Follain, Michaux — and he is adapting them to 
his distinctively American idiom and outlook. That should serve 
to remind us that Merwin has read widely and translated exten¬ 
sively, extending our literary horizons and demonstrating an 
eclectic taste that has helped keep American postmodernist liter¬ 
ature from becoming too parochial or monochromatic. 
The poem's first move is to engage the world of quantifying 
and digitalizing. The speaker's air of certainty — "one kind of 
person," "you know at once" — seems to mark him as very much 
at home in the mindset where measurement is a confident means 
of dispelling mystery. But his logic — machines that would re¬ 
semble us closely and even require sleep — constrains him to 
admit that differences would continue to trouble the idea of any 
accurate measurement. His conclusion — "one reaches for defi¬ 
nitions and touches darkness" — opens the topic up for narrative, 
for analogy, for a celebration of mystery. It's not the poem's fault 
that reason and quantification have failed to address the subject 
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successfully; it's their own limitations that we have stumbled 
upon. 
The second paragraph confronts us directly. We "know" the 
immeasurable weight of sleep because each of us experiences it 
bodily, regularly. The meaning of "knowledge" has shifted now 
from mere information to deep intimacy. The stakes are higher. 
This is not something to quantify; this is what you and I experi¬ 
enced last night, drifting off, and again this morning, waking up. 
The speaker drives home the point of our necessary familiar¬ 
ity. He dismisses gravity as "merely" analogous, not an explana¬ 
tion. And he uses gravity as a springboard for the paradoxes of 
his final sentence. The weight of sleep recalls a unity, moving for¬ 
ward toward it and backward as well. It is ours but we can't pos¬ 
sess it. It has to do with the earth and gravity, but it has as much 
to do with sky and deep space. 
The poem could conceivably stop here, leaving the reader 
pondering. Instead, it goes on to consider origins. And it answers 
its own question. Sleep, with its weight, is the dark twin of con¬ 
sciousness. It responds to our experiences of panic and longing, 
Adam's double curse of labor and self-awareness. It is the alter¬ 
native to life and consciousness, somehow, made up of the 
chthonic, of metaphysical origins and endings, of obliterated con¬ 
sciousness and oblivion itself. 
The canny trope, "like a caught breath," stands right in the 
middle of this middle paragraph, an emblem for life and con¬ 
sciousness that combines the momentary and the prolonged in a 
way that affects the reader physically. Involvement in this poem 
is piercingly kinetic; it embraces the whole body and all its dim 
memories, its sleeping and waking and breathing, the intricate 
interplay of life and death, conscious and unconscious. Different 
dances, as the poem puts it. Each life a shape and rhythm all its 
own. 
One would think that the black angel of sleep-weight, having 
been revealed or created in this middle paragraph, might go on to 
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dominate the poem's final phase. That he both does and does not 
shows, I think, Merwin's tricky subtlety, his willingness to shift 
his ground and keep us off balance. 
The poem's next move is away from the human and toward 
the simpler version of activity and rest, as conceived of by the life 
forms of the whole planet, the biosphere. As soon as life existed, 
the need for rest would be apparent. We now have the origin of 
the angel, who predates the dilemmas of human self-awareness 
and is more simply associated with rhythms of work and rest, 
activity and stasis. 
But he is not exactly an angel. He becomes, by being likened 
to it, the drive wheel of a locomotive, the one way he can be suc¬ 
cessfully pictured. I believe this is the most brilliant stroke of the 
poem. Sleep is now associated not so much rest as with motion, 
with power and industry, and, for Americans, with what Leo 
Marx has described as the machine in the garden, the technolog¬ 
ical imposition on our landscape about which we feel an endless 
ambivalence. It means power and progress, but it also means 
death and oblivion. Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson's loco¬ 
motives hover in the background here, contributing to the 
strength of this image. William Carlos Williams's ("Overture to a 
Dance of Locomotives") too, not to mention the folksongs and 
folklore associated with trains, loneliness, night whistles, hoboes, 
and the huge size of this country, spanned by thin tracks and long 
freights. 
Merwin does not need to invoke all this. He can instead stay 
with the specificity of how the angel can be sleep-weight and be 
a wheel, "for the planet." His imagery and rhythms are unerring: 
The rim is darkness; he is always present. The spokes are 
darkness. They divide the light, though they disappear as 
they turn. They meet at the center. The hub is darkness. 
Across one side is a segment of solid black. There is the 
weight of sleep, properly speaking, its throne. There the 
wheel's mass preserves its motion. There its stillness dreams 
of falling. There what it is dreams of what it is. 
This is a straightforward description of a locomotive wheel, in- 
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eluding that solid segment that is flat on one side and curved to 
the shape of the wheel on the other. A friend of mine who knew 
the poem thought that Merwin was being metaphorical in this 
image, but these segments show up on drive wheels, as real as 
everything, and they are there, I take it, to balance the wheel with 
a counter-weight to the driving rods and side rods and eccentric 
cranks attached to the wheels (terminology courtesy of the won¬ 
derful locomotive diagram in my venerable Webster's Second 
Unabridged). The reader can of course "translate" all this into 
information about how rest, sleep, dreams and their weight coun¬ 
terbalance the rhythms and energies of our waking lives, but 
there is scarcely any need. Pondering that wheel, where stillness 
dreams of falling, is somehow enough. 
The last sentence is the oddest of all, in a way, and might be 
thought by some readers a sort of blemish, less compelling rhyth¬ 
mically than what precedes it and awkward conceptually as well. 
But the twinning of dreaming and waking, the way the self acts 
out its daylight life in the world of dreams, is the final and most 
necessary piece of information in this poem. It is more precise in 
its way than any attempts at measurement or quantification 
could hope to be. The world of quantities is invaded again by the 
world of mirrors, or analogies and likenesses, the slants and ap¬ 
proximations by which the spirit feels its way forward in dark¬ 
ness, toward light. 
Merwin's name is almost like an anagram of mirror. He is one 
of those masters of likeness and twinning whom we can trust to 
lead us deeper into the labyrinth. He will not lead us out or give 
us answers, but he will teach us how to be at home there, at peace 
with the strangeness and infinite wonder of our existence. 
It seems important to insist on these qualities, and on their 
distinctiveness just now. I admit that Merwin can be mawkish at 
times, sentimental, overly romantic, a bit Victorian in his outlook 
and diction. But he stands for a quality of spirit and imagination 
that I do not want my fellow poets to lose sight of. 
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To test my attempt at identifying this value, try for a moment 
to imagine attributing this text I have just been discussing to 
W. H. Auden or to Robert Lowell. By acknowledging that neither 
could have written it, you can perhaps glimpse an aspect of 
poetry's best possibilities that is sometimes dismissed or over¬ 
looked in the current discussion. Auden was too grounded in his 
certitudes, early and late, to adventure in this way. Lowell was 
too convinced of the distinctiveness of self and history, his own in 
particular. Both of them hewed to an English sense of poetic tra¬ 
dition that associated them too closely, for me, with T. S. Eliot and 
his narrow, patrician perspectives. I know this is heresy to some 
ears. 
If, on the other hand, I propose to myself that Elizabeth 
Bishop could have authored "The Weight of Sleep," or Wallace 
Stevens, those more plausible suggestions help me see why Mer- 
win's willingness to ask the largest questions and to journey into 
mystery are significant to my own attempts to identify my values 
as a reader and writer. I might also have said Charles Simic, and, 
possibly, John Ashbery. It's not a matter of religious beliefs or of 
geographical location, or even of subject matter. It's a qualitv of 
openness that I value in Rilke, in Neruda (at his best, anyway), in 
Montale, and that I find too often absent in the poetry of my own 
contemporaries. 
The Miner's Pale Children appeared in 1970. It's extremely rich 
in material of the kind I've discussed here, and yet it is seldom 
mentioned or anthologized these days. Models of the Universe, the 
anthology of prose poems I co-edited with Stuart Friebert, is the 
exception. But Merwin's prose poems should not just be encoun¬ 
tered in rare anthologies of the genre. They should come back in 
many contexts, to teach and delight us, and they should continue 
to remind us of how gravity and legerity can combine to make 
prose that is more poetic than we could have thought possible. 
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SEARCH PARTY 
By now I know most of the faces 
that will appear beside me as 
long as there are still images 
I know at last what I would choose 
the next time if there ever was 
a time again I know the days 
that open in the dark like this 
I do not know where Maoli is 
I know the summer surfaces 
of bodies and the tips of voices 
like stars out of their distances 
and where the music turns to noise 
I know the bargains in the news 
rules whole languages formulas 
wisdom that I will never use 
I do not know where Maoli is 
I know whatever one may lose 
somebody will be there who says 
what it will be all right to miss 
and what is verging on excess 
I know the shadows of the house 
routes that lead out to no traces 
many of his empty places 
I do not know where Maoli is 
You that see now with your own eyes 
all that there is as you suppose 
though I could stare through broken glass 
and show you where the morning goes 
though I could follow to their close 
the sparks of an exploding species 
and see where the world ends in ice 
1 would not know where Maoli is 
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Christopiher Merrill 
IN SEARCH OF THE GENUINE 
W.S. Merwin once remarked that "a real poem comes out of 
what you don't know. You write it with what you know, but fi¬ 
nally its source is what you don't know." The poet's tools — 
rhythm and rhyme, image and idea, the warp and woof of lan¬ 
guage — are thus useful only insofar as they serve to plumb the 
depths of that which is ultimately unknowable. The mysterious 
light given off by memorable poetry, like the phosphorescent flar¬ 
ing of fish in the night tides, derives from its contact with a larg¬ 
er order — the source, illuminated in flashes and starts, which 
shapes a poet's vision. An ancient presence, Merwin calls it, 
which is never far from an authentic poem, of which he has writ¬ 
ten considerably more than most poets. Indeed, his is an exem¬ 
plary search for the genuine in poetry — and in life. 
Surely a measure of his genius resides in his willingness, at 
crucial moments throughout his distinguished career, to abandon 
subjects and forms which have become familiar in favor of ex¬ 
ploring the unknown; his vitality, in a number of genres, is a 
function of his desire to reinvent himself. He is not the sort of 
artist who traps himself in one style or vision but rather discov¬ 
ers a seemingly infinite variety of ways to apprehend the world, 
listening for what he calls "the vibrancy of life" — in nature, in 
his attention to detail, in the various poetries that he translates 
into English. At the age of seventy, Merwin continues to teach 
himself — and his readers — how to hear and see anew, because 
for all his technical mastery and experience he retains what he 
describes as an indelible awareness of [poetry's] parentage with 
that biblical waif, ill at ease in time, the spirit. No one has any 
claims on it, no one deserves it, no one knows where it goes." 
Fortunately, it has left its tracks all over Merwin's books. 
A recent poem, "Search Party," from Travels (1992), juxtapos¬ 
es the known and unknowable with such force that it is difficult 
not to read it as an artistic credo. The poem was inspired by a real 
event, a beloved chow chow was kidnapped, and during the long 
search for him up and down the island of Maui the poet began to 
chant, I do not know where Maoli is — a line which, among 
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other things, happened to fall into iambic tetrameter. It became 
the refrain of "Search Party," part of the sturdy metrical under¬ 
pinnings and rigorous rhyme scheme crucial to the poem, which 
in other hands might well have succumbed to bathos. That there 
are no traces of sentimentality in Merwin's record of his search 
for a lost dog is a testament to his dependence on traditional po¬ 
etic elements. 
An odd thing to say of a poet widely credited with helping 
to usher in the free verse revolution in American poetry. In fact. 
Travels is a highly formal affair; and I would argue that its regu¬ 
lar stanzas and rhymes represent not so much a return to the tra¬ 
ditional glories on display in A Mask for Janus, The Dancing Bears, 
Green with Beasts, and The Drunk in the Furnace, as a breakthrough 
on the order of The Moving Target, the book in which Merwin an¬ 
nounced his departure from the studied elegances of his earlier 
work. It is as if he finds new energy in that which is no longer fa¬ 
miliar; like a painter trained as an Abstract Expressionist — 
William Bailey, say — who treats recognizable figures with an ab¬ 
stract sense of design, Merwin brings to his ballade all that he has 
learned from thirty years of working in open forms, rescuing a 
form which by the end of the last century had become a cliche. 
Here, then, are four octaves in eight-syllable lines (which in 
all but two cases are iambic), with the same rhyme throughout, 
now true, now slant: a rich musical experience. Back of the poem 
lies Franqois Villon's "Ballade des Verites,” and it is well to re¬ 
member what Merwin has said about the French poet: "For years 
I have had a recurring dream of finding, as it were in an attic, 
poems of my own that were as lyrically formal, but as limpid and 
essentially unliterary, as those of Villon." At least part of that 
dream has come true in "The Search Party," which considers la 
verite in a contemporary light, through the prism of a dog's name 
— Maoli, a Maori word whose meanings include native, indige¬ 
nous, aboriginal, true, real, actual, and genuine, all of which apply to 
this poem. 
What luck to have named his dog so well — and then to re¬ 
cover him! What remains is a poem in which a domestic tragedy 
takes on universal significance. Apart from his inability to find a 
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certain chow chow, Merwin is haunted by the limitations of 
knowledge, more than a dozen categories of which he catalogues 
— memory, intuition, sight, touch, hearing, aesthetics, pragma¬ 
tism, law, linguistics, mathematics, ethics, geography, ecology, es¬ 
chatology. His is the quintessential modern dilemma: not know¬ 
ing where to look for the truth. It is a candid admission from a 
poet who has devoted much of his life to careful observation of 
his surroundings, in the hope of discovering meaning. As he said 
of Unframed Originals, his book of reminiscences: "I felt if I could 
take any detail, any moment, anything I could clearly see, and 
pay enough attention to it, it would act like a kind of hologram. 
I'd be able to see the whole story in that single detail — just the 
way, if you could really pay attention to a dream, the dream 
would probably tell you everything you needed to know for that 
time and place." 
But Merwin's concern for aboriginal wisdom, which he cele¬ 
brates in his writings, honors in his studies of native Hawaiian 
lore, and works to preserve through his translations and environ¬ 
mental activism, makes him ever more wary of human arrogance, 
the certainty which leads men, for example, to sanction the de¬ 
struction of indigenous peoples, wild places, and precious 
sources of knowledge. What the poet offers instead is a hymn to 
the actual, in all its glorious complexity, the starting point of 
which is the realization that he can grasp only part of the whole. 
"Search Party" thus magnifies the tension between what he 
knows and what will always lie beyond him bv linking sounds: 
the rhymes on is marry the known to the unknown and the re¬ 
frain darkly counterpoints the speaker's certainties, creating a 
ceremony, by turns magical and sobering, in which Merwin dis¬ 
covers the genuine. 
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COMPLETION 
Seen from afterward the time appears to have been 
all of a piece which is of course how it was but how seldom 
it seemed that way when it was still happening and was 
the air through which I saw it as I went on thinking 
of somewhere else in some other time whether gone 
or never to arrive and so it was divided 
however long I was living in it and I was where 
it kept coming together and where it kept moving apart 
while home was a knowledge that did not suit every occasion 
but remained familiar and foreign as the untitled days 
and what I knew better than to expect followed me 
into the garden and I would stand with friends among 
the summer oaks and be a city in a different 
age and the dread news arrived on the morning when the plum trees 
opened into silent flower and I could not let go 
of what I longed to be gone from and it would be that way 
without end I thought unfinished and divided 
by nature and then a voice would call from the field 
in the evening or the fox would bark in the cold night 
and that instant with each of its stars just where it was 
in its unreturning course would appear even then 




The passage of time has always been Merwin's central, goad¬ 
ing subject. You can't see it — breath, spirit, ghost. Invisible itself, 
its effects are almost everything we see: the roiling leaves, the taxi's 
blue plume of exhaust, the scroll of clouds across the brightening 
and then the darkened sky. Like Merwin's 1992 prose book. The Lost 
Upland, his recent (1996) book of poems, The Vixen, is set in south¬ 
western France and driven by a kind of layered vision. 
Do you remember the biology books in which there were 
transparent overlays — one depicted the skeleton, one the mus¬ 
culature, one the circulatory system, and so on? When the student 
peered down through all the layers, a whole human anatomy was 
visible. Everything seemed more jumbled together and confusing 
than the subway system under Columbus Circle, but something 
complete had been made knowable from its easier-to-look-at 
components. 
In The Vixen we see time most readily by its fragments, and 
seldom whole. These few lines from "Old Sound" provide anoth¬ 
er example: 
many lives had begun and ended inside there 
and had passed over the stone doorsill and looked from the 
windows 
to see faces arriving under trees that are not 
there any more with the sky white behind them and doorways 
had been sealed up inside the squared stones of their frames. 
The poems in The Vixen abound in temporal disjunctions like the 
one in which ". . . faces arriving under trees that are not/ there 
any more with the sky sky white behind them . . ." both unites 
two distinct times and insists on their absolute separation. The 
poem ends, a few lines later, still thinking about the palimpsest of 
times the house is: 
now its age is made of almost no time a sound 
that you have to get far away from before you can hear it. 
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Here's the beginning of "Bodies of Water." 
In the long stone basin under the apple tree 
at the end of one spring in the garden I saw the faces 
of all the masons who had built there on the edge 
of the rock overlooking the valley their reflections 
smiled out from the still surface into the speechless 
daylight each of them for the moment the only one 
It takes a steady sentry to see these moments of completion, for, 
as the one of the poems in The Vixen ends, "something keeps going 
on without looking back." 
The book is full of memorable, summary last lines. Here's a 
bouquet of them: 
Most of the stories have to do with vanishing. 
*** 
it went as it came and the fragile green survived it 
*** 
if any of this remains it will not be me 
*** 
each of them coming from what was already gone 
The interiors of the poems in this book are frequently rehearsals 
of the ways we experience time in fragments and think by shift¬ 
ing from fragment to fragment. Consider the last three lines of 
"Completion": 
and that instant with each of its stars just where it was 
in its unreturning course would appear even then 
entire and itself the way it all looks from afterward 
It was after translating Jean Follain's unpunctuated poems (that 
book appeared in 1969) that Merwin followed suit. The rich am¬ 
biguities of the three lines quoted above can perhaps best be sa- 
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vored by following the pronoun "it" on its shapeshifting way 
through all three lines. It appears five times: (1) possessive form, 
meaning "the instant's stars"; (2) the instant; (3) the instant has 
an unreturning course because time goes one way only, although 
the stars that instant contains make us think of orbits, or return¬ 
ing courses, even though stars are suns and have no courses but 
are still while their planets circle them; (4) the instant itself, again; 
(5) this last "it" now means something vast, like a vista from 
which the instant and its place in a larger scheme can all be seen. 
To punctuate those three lines would be to reduce their am¬ 
biguity and wrongly to housebreak them. 
In those three final lines "Completion" shows us in micro¬ 
cosm the extraordinary accomplishment of these poems: over and 
over they enlist us in partial experiences and understandings of 
time and then lead us from that choreographed disjunction to the 
austere clarities of the book's many aphoristic final lines. 
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THE RED 
It was summer a bright day in summer and the path kept 
narrowing as it led in under the oaks 
which grew larger than those I was used to in that country 
darker and mossed like keepers it seemed to me 
of an age earlier than anything I could know 
underfoot the ground became damp and water appeared 
in long scarves on the trail between overhanging 
ferns and bushes and reflected the sky through the leaves 
the birds were silent at that hour and I went on 
through the cool air listening and came to a corner 
of ruined wall where the way emerged into 
a bare place in the woods with paths coming together 
the remains of walls going on under trees and the roofless 
shoulders of stone buildings standing hunched among heavy 
boughs all in shade the mud tracks of animals led 
past a tall stone in the center darker than the stone 
of that country and with polished faces and red 
lines across them which when I came close I saw 
were names cut deep into the stone and beside each one 
a birth date with each letter and numeral painted 
that fresh crimson I read without counting to the foot 
of one side and the date of death and the account 
of how it had come to them one day in summer when they 
were brought out of those buildings where they had lived 
old people most of them as the dates indicated 
men and women and with them children they had been 
ordered in German to that spot where they were 
shot then the Germans set fire to the buildings 
with the animals inside and when they had finished 
they went off down the lane and the fires burned on 




THE TRANSPARENT MASK 
As epigraph for my first book of poems I borrowed a cele¬ 
brated line from W. S. Merwin: . . unless I go in a mask, how 
shall I know myself among my faces?" This choice was more than 
a reinforcement of theme (my book was entitled "Camouflage") 
— it was an acknowledgment of my timid admiration for an es¬ 
thetic stance. The idea of the "mask," through which the poet's 
consciousness could radiate, unimpeded by the self (which I had 
always understood as a tenuous construct at best), seemed to me 
an enormously liberating proposition. This liberation, this light- 
footed traveling through the world, was what drew me (and con¬ 
tinues to draw me) to Merwin's poems. 
He had, he once said, learned the same song at the feet of 
many masters: that Song inherent in the natural world, which the 
many masks divined. Merwin's range, from formal to a kind of 
visionary free verse, dramatized this variety, as did his transla¬ 
tions of the Poems of the Cid, Chanson de Roland, Euripides, 
Neruda, Mandelstam, the Vietnamese. His poems seemed a 
charged field of possibility. To sing without impediment, he 
seemed to be saying, the poet must shake off the expectations of 
identity, go in a disguise, cloaked, humble, attentive. The epi¬ 
graph line that I freely appropriated, for a first book published in 
1975, when masks were being stripped away indiscriminately as 
symbols of deception or hypocrisy — was the merest breath of re¬ 
sistance. I cloaked myself in a master's words, uncertain. Perhaps 
truth, or its approximation, might still elude us, even in defiant 
nakedness, stripped of our masks, bristling with the facts of our 
lives? 
It is ironic, thinking of masks, that here we have, with "The 
Red a political poem. It is a poem about a specific histori¬ 
cal event, with a point of view. The reader understands, from the 
beginning, that the poem's unfolding, if not strictly sequential, is 
moving forward by momentum (or gathering momentousness) 
toward a dreadful event from the past made manifest in the 
present. The event is a brutal atrocity, a massacre of innocents. 
This poem could be about My Lai or Guernica or Rwanda, except 
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for one detail. The poet identifies "the Germans" — and with that 
single reference, gives us a probable time, a probable place. World 
War II, an occupied country — "that country" he says, with a 
grieving irony — so that we understand the universality of this 
country, the reason for its anonymity. (Maybe it is France, where 
Merwin lived for years, maybe it is Poland, maybe Slovakia.) 
What Merwin has done is to give us the much-vaunted poem 
of "witness," without the self. To be sure, there is a "I" in the 
poem. The narrator "I" is invisible, breath-colored, a transparent 
mask frequently donned by Merwin: I as eye. He obliterates any 
expectation of self-important testimony. The speaker's voice is 
disembodied, yet it remains our guide — the voice (perhaps) of a 
wanderer, ghost among ghosts — yet it is in no way objective. It 
is the poet's voice, unmediated by ego, and we trust its self- 
effacing authority, its long breathless lines, pushing each other 
onward. 
The act of witness itself is what this poem is about; the act 
speaks to us through the poet. His shrewd introduction of "Ger¬ 
mans" triggers a series of conditioned responses, he shows us 
what facts do — and the rhetoric of facts — they provide imme¬ 
diate context. No other evidence of a historical period is given, 
but now the word "Germans" echoes, reduced to a kind of mind¬ 
less sign, banal as Hannah Arendt's definition of evil, collected 
and dismissed. The "Germans" could be Pharoah's legions or the 
destroyers of the Temple, seen as smoke curling upward by Jere¬ 
miah, they could be the priests of the Inquisition. But the poem's 
other signs: names, dates, "accounts," wounds in stone — strug¬ 
gle against this collectiveness; the individual epitaphs are struck 
in red, fresh as an opened vein. Whoever chose to grimly testify 
to, to record, this horror, chose the earth itself as page, as head¬ 
stone, then carved symbols, painted the unforgiving color into 
stone. Because of that red (clearly renewed by new generations), 
the wound will stay immediate, raw, the terrible fire will never 
go out, smoldering near the "keepers," the most ancient witness¬ 
es, the trees, silent citizens of "an age earlier than anything I 
could know." 
The limitations of the "I" of human intellect and memory, the 
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harking back to an age free of human arrogance and mayhem, are 
familiar themes in Merwin's poetry. The point of view in the 
poem is not a facile indictment of Nazi slaughter — rather it is an 
ominous hymn to Nature's memory, as well as the human, animal 
and inanimate apocrypha, "with paths coming together" — like 
the word legend from the Latin "legenda," to be read. The read 
words (red) of the fire coaxed from stone: paths, legends, poems. 
His images rivet: the crimson slashed stones standing like 
sentinels, the ruined wall, the dark mossy "keeper" trees. The 
point of view is unwavering indictment of amnesia, a refusal to 
forget, and thus it also makes its powerful argument for art. Mer- 
win has always maintained that poetry pre-dates identity, that 
humility wears a mask made not of deception but illumination, 
that witness belongs to the earth, as well as the earth's warring 
inhabitants, its selves and claimants. My admiration for this 
poem is total — like so many Merwin poems, it seems to me 
miraculous in its capacity for lyric understatement, for rejuvena¬ 
tion of awe, for honor paid to the origins, the legends, the masks 




Now I see it after years of holding 
reflections of parts of it in my mind 
children have been born here and have grown up 
married gone off to war divorced and died 
since the last time I stood on these same stones 
whose white is the color I remember 
but I see the colors of all of them 
on walls and here and there on the carved stones 
had fallen away from me as they had 
been falling before I had ever seen them 
from the walls and the figures carved in stone 
it is quieter than I remember 
smaller of course and closer and the smile 
of Eve harder than ever to see there 
is it a smile after all the hollow 
in the stone face by the doorway looking 
down at the serpent climbing onto her 
in silence neither one hearing ages 
behind them from which they have come nor those 
before them in the colors of the days 
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Charles Wright 
GIORGIO MORANDI AND THE TALKING ETERNITY BLUES 
Late April in January, seventy some-odd degrees. 
The entry of Giorgio Morandi in The Appalachian Book of the Dead 
Begins here, without text, without dates — 
A photograph of the master contemplating four of his objects. 
His glasses pushed high on his forehead, 
his gaze replaced and pitiless. 
The dove, in summer, coos sixty times a minute, one book says. 
Hard to believe that, 
even in this unseasonable heat, 
A couple of them appearing and silent in the bare tree 
Above me. 
Giorgio Morandi doesn't blink an eye 
As sunlight showers like sulphur grains across his face. 
There is an end to language. 
There is an end to handing out the names of things. 
Clouds moving south to north along the Alleghenies 
And Blue Ridge, south to north on the wind. 
Eternity, unsurprisingly, doesn't give this a take. 
Eternity's comfortless, a rock and a hard ground. 
Now starless. Madonnaless, Morandi 
Seems oddly comforted by the lack of comforting, 
A proper thing in its proper place. 
Landscape subsumed, language subsumed. 
Liquid and indistinguishable. 
the shadow of God 
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REPLY TO WANG WEI 
The dream of reclusive life, a strict, essential solitude. 
Is a younger hermit's dream. 
Tuesday, five days till winter, a cold, steady rain. 
White hair, white heart. The time's upon us and no exit 
East of the lotus leaves. 
No exit, you said, and a cold, steady rain. 
Indeed. 
All those walks by the river, all those good-byes. 
Willows shrink back to brown across Locust Avenue, 
The mountains are frost and blue 
and fellow travellers. 
Give you peace, you said, freedom from ten thousand matters. 
And asked again, does fame come only to the ancients? 
At the foot of the southern mountains, white clouds pass 
without end, 
You wrote one time in a verse. 
They still do, and still without end. 
That's it. Just wanted to let you know it hasn't changed — no 
out, no end. 
And fame comes only to the ancients, and justly so. 
Rain turning slowly to snow now then back into rain. 
Everywhere everywhere, you wrote, something is falling. 
The evening mist has no resting place. 
What time we waste, wasting time. 
Still, I sit still. 
The mind swept clean in its secret shade. 




Do you have the poems of Han-shan in your house? 
Han-shan asks at the end of his poem. Cold mountain. 
Ice-flowers on the windowpane. Exhausted from sledding 
all afternoon, our boys have dragged their sleeping bags out 
in front of the fire, Lynne under blankets beside them. 
Having earlier drawn the shortest length of broomstraw. 
I've been sitting up reading by lantern-light these words 
that no one will believe. Now, past midnight, rising 
to bank up hardwood for that slow burn through till morning, 
I suddenly recall my childhood wish to live invisibly, 
to close my eyes and not be seen. A fear of death? 
I think perhaps the opposite: a desire to escape 
the life of facts. A thousand, ten thousand miles . . . 
Do you recognize me, air, where once I wandered? 
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THE BOOK OF HOURS 
Late August, and once again the frail moon's launched 
like an air balloon off the flat-roofed campus bookstore. 
Once again, the nightwatch takes his cake and coffee 
on the concrete bench just below my window. 
The twelve taped chimes of the clock tower bell, 
the twelve short echoes that follow. A silence, then, 
through the indrawn hush of the library doors, 
two exhausted students, stunned to reenter 
the womb-weight of the humid air, linger 
for a moment to say goodbye before lugging 
their heavy backpacks off in opposite directions. 
How many years will this scene go on repeating itself? 
How many years before one of them takes 
the other's hand, and the poem is brought to an end? 
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BORAGE 
We're cleaning up after the guests have gone, 
the two of us drying the last of the dishes, 
a little lightheaded from all of the wine, 
a little too familiar with that touch of melancholy 
that lingers in the air after parties these days. 
Then somehow or other it comes around 
I ask about him, who he was, and how was it, 
anyway, it happened. But there's not that much 
you remember, truly, there is scarcely anything 
at all. Oh, his eyes, perhaps . . . and then, 
now that you think of it, wasn't it his first time 
as well? . . . Yes, his eyes, you remember, his eyes 
when he entered you, his eyes were the same 




The animals are sick with love. A white dog 
walks the beach like a shadow. A blue heron perches 
on the dock, its long neck one deep loop. 
Someone was eating roses and reading 
love letters while the sea turtles ate out of our hands. 
I want the heron to stay. It could have good news. 
I could be what it wants. You have to put your face 
in the water and breathe, the woman says, 
breathe, and the bubbles grow until they surface, 
where I float with the jellyfish, where I'll catch them. 
I'm sorry I feel this way. There's a spider 
on the towel I've just used to dry my hair. 
The string quartet followed them in the garden, 
the sun shining and all the boats on the lake 
gathered out front, and happily, 
no one fell into the cake. Acres of sunflowers 
bent their bright heads to the bride. 
One must surface slowly for all kinds of reasons. 
Your lungs could explode. Look, 
I can't tell you what's wrong, 
it's very loud and the air rattles my mask 
like too much rain. I am crying with a stranger. 
She asks, "Are you doing it for him?" 
I am sick on the beach on a white towel, I am sick 
and doing it for him, the animals are sick, 
and the parrotfish swim close because I want them. 
Why are the beaches deserted and the restaurants em 
why can no one serve us what we want. 
a simple sweet piece of key lime pie? 
Animals stamped on silver coins. 
It's not too late to ask the blue heron to stay, 
to drop what we can't carry, but listen. 
I'm not going to beg. There are no love letters on the reef. 
When it rains, we run to the covered part of the boat: 
everything begins here, including bad weather. Here money 
is no object, and we pay and pay. 
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LAST NIGHT, AN OWL 
called into the dark, over and over. 
The mourning doves only cooed, stupid enough to stay 
in the road. Too late, boats come in from the lake. 
It could end here, my half-constructed grief 
for the girl I might have been, dressed smartly, 
speaking another language in a cafe. 
Desire of my own making hangs around me: I share an ice cream, 
lick by lick, in front of the subway station; I go off 
with strangers near the quiet fountains slimy with moss. 
Someone is breathing outside my window. 
It's as if Td never left, or wanted to, 
this strange cycle: a wedding, a body other than mine, 
a warm house, a dog. 
We could see the owl in its nest, growing. But the leaves came 
and we forgot it there, flying and calling at night, calling itself 
into my sleep where someone was giving me a gift. 
But here are two seagulls bothering the loon, 
here is the dog with a dead rabbit in her mouth. Here are my mother 
and grandmother still in their bodies with the child reaching 
for the mirror. 
It may sound crazy but last week I interviewed a woman 
and halfway through, thought I was her, watching myself talk. 
I am waiting for a day where the light is in the sky before I am, 
and pours itself into me. I can't look. 
I am not singing. I am not confusing the mist over the lake 
and the road with the light I am looking for, the absolute word. 
Finally, enough fireflies and sleep. A small ache. 
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BLUE STAR, MEANING LIFE 
Where are we now? the reporters asked and pointed to the map, 
looking for the bay where the body was found. 
What were we doing so far from home? The gas leaked 
and Consumers' Power came, then another bat flew 
through the house. We couldn't find it, we couldn't find ourselves, 
we took lawn chairs on the ice while the sun shone — 
impossible luck — 
through our gone childhoods, but still I'd like to ask 
the boy next door what has become of him. When I jump into the 
lake, 
I am 13 and have been tricked: by days of no particular 
urgency, by my mother calling me in at night, 
by too many fireflies and sweets, 
our St. Bernard put to sleep. Fireworks for me 
in the usual way: I mean, I got engaged on a boat on the Fourth 
of July, 
the whole sky lit with private rooms, whole mansions in the dark. 
If you're still chilly, get the dogs on the bed with you. 
What came before? My stormy grandfather kicking and crving 
because he lost his job, though even today they wouldn't approve 
of teaching boxing to students. After that, he lined up with boys 
bound for France, heaving over the ship's side. 
First they thought they would die, then they wanted to: 
how the body disobeys our wishes! 
An order, not issued, becomes important in the wrong way. 
Whose fault is it if the bank sends the wrong form or the form 
to the wrong address? I want to blame someone: nothing's more 
private 
than money, but the bankers just go on sharpening pencils. 
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My grandfather's parents carried small pigs upstairs while the 
river rose; 
can you believe the horses and cows didn't panic though the 
water touched 
their bellies? They rubbed their son's twisted foot with alcohol 
until it performed its own small miracle and righted itself. 
They pasted a blue star in the living room window. Imagine 
doctors saying, it will never happen. Imagine them triumphant. 
Imagine when they didn't like his girlfriend, they put a mouse 
in her bed. Luxury wakes in a place of its own. 
They saved walnut shells for gas masks, which was 
reasonable, but I don't understand it now, or why the water receded 
without a moment to spare. My grandfather left a simple business 
talk, 
an address to the senior nurses, and bought a diamond ring. 
I know this story by heart. I know the diamond had a flaw. 
I know I am supposed to tell someone when I feel like this, 
but if it's not a party, it's a wedding and all the guests come 
two hours early with sunflowers. She was right to arrange 
a piano reception on the terrace, black and white notes 
tinkling in everyone's drinks. Not ice, but the same longing. 
When they had earaches. Grandma Hotchkiss blew smoke in 
their ears. 
And for an ache in the heart? I wish you'd respect my privacy: 
a blue star, meaning life, meaning a son in the army, alive. 
There's a star for dead ones, but let's not discuss it. 





A whirlwind's vortex 
showers some nasty jests 
against my resting head. 
The earth scorches, crosshatched 
by twisted pinetree shadows, 
and the sea's below me, veiled, 
partly by branches, also by the haze 
that the ground itself, in gasps, 
gives off from time to time. 
Louder, then softer, the sound of boiling water 
strangling itself 
next to a stretch of shoals, comes up to me: 
or sometimes a bomb of spume 
explodes against the rocks. 
I raise my eyes, the braying stops 
above my head; and flung 
out and down, toward the water's uproar, 
arrowing blue-white, there go two jays. 
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Ancient One, I'm drunk on the voice 
that comes from your mouths when they gape 
like green bells, throw themselves back 
and then dissolve. 
The house of my far-off summers 
was near you, you know, 
in that country where the sun 
scorches and mosquitoes cloud the air. 
Now, as then, you turn me to stone, 
sea, but I no longer 
hold myself worthy of the solemn 
admonition of your breath. You taught me first 
that the tiny commotion of my heart 
was merely a moment of yours; 
that deep within me was 
your perilous law: to be vast, diverse 
and yet fixed: 
and to empty myself of all filth 
like you, who fling to your beaches 
among seaweed corks starfish 
the rubbish of your depths. 
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Sometimes, clambering down 
these dry ravines, swollen just now 
with autumn moisture, 
I couldn't quite feel, at heart, the wheel 
of seasons and the relentless 
drip of time; 
yet the inkling of your presence, 
panting in that air, so still before, 
surprised me, 
filling my spirit, 
among the rocks that lined the path. 
Now, I told myself, the very stone 
wants to break free, stretch 
toward an invisible embrace; 
hard matter sensed 
the abyss approaching, and it flinched; 
and the tufts of the eager reeds 
spoke to the secret waters, 
shaking, saying Yes. 
You vastness, you rescued 
even the stones from their suffering: 
all your carousing offset 
those immovable finite things. 
I climbed on down through heaps of rocks, 
with salty gusts arriving 
in my heart; the tense ocean 
was like a game of ringtoss. 
With this same joy 
the lost plover 
swoops through the narrow gorge 
down to the shore. 
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I've loitered, sometimes, in the grottoes 
that you favor, huge 
or narrow, shadowy and sad. 
Seen from inside, their openings 
outlined a robust architecture 
against a field of sky. 
Out of your booming heart 
ethereal temples rose, 
with spires flashing lights: 
in the lucent blue a city of glass 
rose slowly from the mist 
and its roar was more like a whisper. 
The dreamed country surfaced from the swell. 
Out of the hubbub came the evidence. 
The exile was back, in his uncorrupted home. 
So, father, your unleashing 
teaches, to one who watches, a heavy law. 
And there is no escaping it; 
if I were to try, even pebbles on the path 
would contradict and judge me, 
petrified suffering without a name, 
or the shapeless wreckage 
tossed aside by the torrent of life 
in a tangle of branches and straw. 
In the destiny that's shaping 
I may loiter here some more; 
that's about all the risk. 
This, says the surf in its mess and its rage, 
and this, the calm swell says as well. 
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I arrive at unexpected moments 
when your inhuman heart, as now, 
divided from mine, strikes terror. 
Then your music is all dissonance, 
your every move unfriendly. 
I fold back into myself, drained 
of strength, your voice seems lost. 
I gaze at the rockslide 
that stretches down toward you, 
at the cliff that juts above you, 
crumbling, yellowish, furrowed 
by rainwater channels. 
My life is this dry slope, 
midlife, not its end, road open to 
widening rivulets, slow-motion landslide. 
And it's this, as well, this plant 
born out of devastation 
facing the blows of the ocean 
and the unpredictable gusts of wind. 
This patch of soil where nothing grows 
has cracked itself to sprout a daisy. 
In it I hesitate, facing the sea that assails me, 
still missing its silence in my life. 
I look at the glittering earth, 
at air so serene it grows dark. 
What's welling up in me, sea, 
could easily be the rancor 
every son feels toward his father. 
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Nobody knows what's coming 
tomorrow, dark or joyful; 
Maybe the road we take 
will bring us to untouched glades 
where youthful waters murmur endlessly; 
or maybe a last descent 
into a fatal valley, 
down into darkness, no more morning light. 
Maybe foreign shores 
will welcome us again, we'll lose 
our memory of the sun, our minds 
will drop the jingling rhymes we knew. 
The fable that, yes, 
contained our very lives 
will turn to the dark tale 
no one wants to tell! 
One thing will still be passed along, 
father, and it's this: a bit of your gift 
will always survive in these syllables 
we bring along with us, these buzzing bees. 
We'll journey far and still we'll keep 
an echo of your voice, the way dull grass, 
in shaded courtyards, between houses, 
never quite forgets the sunlight. 
And a day will come when these soundless words 
that you engendered in us, nourished 
on lassitude and silence, 
will seem to some brother heart 
to savor of Greek salt. 
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I'd like to be pocked and essential 
as the salt-eaten pebbles 
you toss around; 
a timeless splinter, evidence 
of a cold, unyielding will. 
Instead I've been one who watches intently 
in himself, in others, the boiling away 
of a fleeting life — a man who defers 
the act, that no one then destroys. 
I wanted to find the evil 
which eats away at the world, the tiny flaw 
of a lever that throws the cosmic machine 
out of gear; and I saw all 
the events of the moment 
ready to separate and collapse. 
Following the furrow of a path, I had 
its opposite in my heart, inviting me; perhaps 
I needed the knife that lops, 
the mind that decides and shapes itself. 
I needed other books 
besides your roaring page. 
But I can regret nothing; your song 
unleashes, still, internal squalls. 
Your delirium climbs to the stars. 
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I'd like at least to be able to force 
into this struggling cadence of mine 
some little snatch of your raving; 
to possess the gift to attune 
all your voices to my stuttering speech: — 
I who once dreamed of seizing 
those salty words 
where nature and art commingle, 
in order to cry out more fully 
my melancholy, that of an aging child 
who should never have learned to think. 
But all I have are the fusty 
words from the dictionary, and the dark 
voice of love, growing feeble, 
turning to literary lament. 
All I have are these words 
that offer themselves, like streetwalkers, 
to anyone who will have them; 
all I have are stale phrases 
that students and the rabble 
could steal from me tomorrow 
to turn into true verse. 
And your boom grows louder 
and the new shadow, blue, expands. 
My thoughts fall behind, as if losing a race. 
I have no senses; no sense. I have no limits. 
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Dissolve it, if you choose, 
this little whining life, 
the way a sponge will take 
a temporary chalk-scrawl 
off a blackboard. 
I wait to return to your circle 
when my scattered passage is complete. 
My coming was a witness 
to an order I forgot along the way. 
My very words confirm 
an impossible happening they can't comprehend. 
But always, as I listened to 
your soft surf breaking on the shore 
amazement seized hold of me 
like someone with almost no memory, 
come suddenly home to the past. 
Having taken my lessons 
less from your open glory, more 
from that slow heave that makes 
almost no sound on your desolate noondays, 
I surrender now in humility. I'm only 
a spark from a thyrsus: to burn — 
that's my meaning, and nothing else. 




Birds fly in the right direction 
by means of something magnetic 
in their heads. 
A girl stands watching 
a party. Reports to her mother: 
"I had an exceptional time. Everyone 
wanted to dance." 
The girl grows up, meets 
an actor, tells her friends, 
"He's going to show me 
the city." Miraculously, 
the city is a single room, 
a hotel used by commercial travelers, 
where there's a dining hall 
with a long row of toasters — 
all functioning! 
"Here's a ticket for tonight's 
performance. My wife will be there. 
I'll say good-bye now." 
Love finds significance 
at a clinic 
where no records are kept 
but the doctor suggests she watch. 
"My work is famous," he says. 
A supermarket, an abandoned cart — 




So what you want doesn't happen — 
hard to remain surprised 
by a lack. Ordinary walking and driving 
wean you of the idea. Sometimes, though, 
sitting in a coffee shop, you greet someone 
in a voice unconvinced 
of itself, with a wave 
not broad enough. 
Nothing else happens — 
the napkin puffed on the plate 
could be yesterday's, your breath 
yesterday's, too. You close your eyes 
lightly, you're leaving, 
you're all set. 
THE HUMAN CONDITION 
The human condition — goes 
like a barge, skimming alone 
or shrugged by mules. 
Clouds look like other barges. 
Every now and then 
the level changes; a lock — 
the body takes what it wants 
or can't avoid, jumps, 
shivers, contracts. Little 
deaths. Then the water 
rights itself. The human condition, 
the human condition. 
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POST-MODERN MATURITY 
Someone points out a comet 
like murky cotton 
above the parking garage. 
Things keep throwing themselves 
out of focus, the way a junk store 
seems soaked in dark glue. 
And take a look, will you, 
at your own possessions. 
Into adulthood, most feet enlarge, 
then shrink in their tracks. 
For this there's no warning, 
no vibration telegraphed ahead. 
You can be restored, perhaps, 
if it's a matter of scraping 
or excavation. 
For a second childhood, 
you revisit a pond that's still 
heavy, a bulging sack; a gap-toothed comb 
of trees, a door that many shouts 
were flung against. 
Then there's just sky — with a sign: 
YOU HAVE JUST PASSED 
ANTIQUE WORLD. COME AGAIN. 
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THRESHOLDS 
The Other World 
Your downward dreamlife refuses to build 
either a sanctuary or a military barracks. 
For hours tonight I've trespassed freely 
in that farflung space behind your eyes, 
much more at home in the blueness there 
than in the Virgin's tendered muslin sash. 
On the other side of words, surely 
there must be another word for this. 
Sun Rush 
From Min na Craoibhe to Gort a' Choirce, 
the glen, sun-scoured since morning, 
gleams in a sudden rinse of gold. 
And now the labored breathers come, 
Sunday's rayed conquistadors, 
laying claim to their fair share of sun. 
Of Kinship and the Spoken Word 
'We are all of us brothers' 
said the monk to my father 
as he stood at our door 
and slowly unfolded a fat 
pink palm. But when once, 
in jest, I unthinkingly crossed 
the narrowing threshold 
of his piety — Tike Cain 
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and Abel, I suppose?' — 
the well-worn knife blade 
of his sidelong glance 
pricked out a blood-drop 
on my cheek and heart. 
The Poet at Three 
'That's pig-slop! Dirt-clabber, you little shit,' 
my father's foul-mouthed outbursts stormed, 
while I pitched happily in the mud gully running 
beside the road. 'Out with you 
from that clabber before you catch your death!' 
But I just kept on wallowing, messing about, 
delighted to raise my song to muck: 
'Clabber! Clabber! It's my own clabber!' 
Tyro that I was, that word meant little 
until I felt the skin-deep squelch of wellies 
and, through the sop of my drenched clothes, 
the sudden chill knowledge of water. 
Ah! clabber of destiny, soaked to bone. 
translated by Sherod Santos 
BANTER 
When someone says banter 
I think of bedlam, 
when someone says chateau 
I think of clutter: 
a row of purple Rothkos: 
bruises. Bristling, the thicket 
my vantage point — 
beneath an open window. 
Gravel under the Cadillac, 
a spider nesting 
in the caved-in cedar. 
I'm outside, listening in. 
I could be thinking 
Sea Cliff, spume, and savor. 
Instead I think spare change, 
parking cars. For quarters. 
All the interior terrors 
turn on a hinge 
where the cavernous door 
opened by a butler 
creaks and stutters. 
Years pass: this is in replay. 
Or as they say inside, 
repast. I prefer sherbet, 
where I come from: 
that voice that comes to me 
from inside, a vapor. 
Disinterred. We talk 
idly, read as empty, 
while his motor's running. 
Of all the words 
I'd have no use for, 
banter's sole function 
is to belie, to cloak 
monotony, waiting 
to drive off, to separate 
say, the cabernet 
from its sediment: 
or, from my lair, 
the silken net 
from the carapace. 
CHARISMATIC 
Unshaven, his head shorn 
for lice, a man we'll call my father 
slips into the Duomo. Emissary 
to the Pope, he wants to vitiate 
the Pieta with chisel and hammer. 
This man's story won't brighten 
a TV set. His expression's drained, 
his mouth turned down 
as if his brain had been numbed 
by ice cream, more like a wind gust, 
a vortex to make his teeth chatter. 
His widowed mother 
made her bed big enough for two. 
Her hair was the shade of a quarter. 
So he thought of sever, where 
once the boy was made to share. 
It was like a christening 
where the child is blithe and fatuous, 
the church stupefied by 
the fat cherubic body, the pencil-thin 
penis happily floating. 
Chipping away at it, 
the splintered granite 
was a cataract, pure catharsis. 
Bludgeoning the word of God, 
the Old Testament God 
who gave him a job: to hell 
with the whole hysterical lot, 
paying to look in on nakedness, 
carving the naked boy nowhere, never. 
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GOLF II 
Perhaps you'd prefer a stroll through the rolling hills 
of Scotland. Golf's such an easy target. 
What makes someone walk up and down a gentle slope 
with a club in his hands? I'd trade thinking about it 
for dim afternoons in the pool hall across the river. 
To this day I say the suburbs are a gulag. 
Once I pass a street sign that says Driftwood Drive, 
opening the bedroom window of my childhood home, 
from where I can see the Creek Club, 
the black caddies smoking, leaning heavily 
on our chain link fence, I become completely American — 
I'm not going to let my child become an experiment 
in the knife-wielding metal-detecting drug-bearing circle 
where you go to school. You know how we're currency, 
sheer commodity, posing on the runway, anorexic models 
who spend their lives in vain attempts to adumbrate, 
to make you wear what they wear, as an expression 
of something scattershot, individual, deranged, off-center? 
Why should we be the ones who give it away, peeling off 
skin to share it with a neighbor, a neighbor I've never 
even met, and not the one who slices up little girls 
in his basement — that's too easy — but the one whose 
whole life is his daughter in some original production. 
Who wants to be one of many, truths or otherwise? 
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AN OCTAVE ABOVE THUNDER 
. . . reverberation 
Of thunder of spring over distant mountains 
He who zvas living is now dead 
We who were living are nozv dying 
With a little patience. 
— T. S. Eliot, 
"What the Thunder Said" 
1 
She began as we huddled, six of us, 
in the cellar, raising her voice above 
those towering syllables . . . 
Never mind she cried when storm candles 
flickered, glass shattered upstairs. 
Reciting as if on horseback, 
she whipped the meter, 
trampling rhyme, reining in the reins 
of the air with her left hand as she 
stood, the washing machine behind her 
stunned on its haunches, not spinning. 
She spun the lines around each other, 
her gaze fixed. I knew she'd silenced 
a cacophony of distractions in her head, 
to summon what she owned, rote-bright 
Of man's first disobedience, 
and the fruit . . . 
of the flozver in a crannied zvall 
and one clear call . . . 
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for the child who'd risen before school assemblies: 
eerie Dakota rumble that rolled yet never brought 
rain breaking over the podium. Her voice rose, 
an octave above thunder: 
When I consider how my light is spent — 
I thought of her light, poured willy-nilly 
in this dark world and wide: half-blind, blind, 
a widening distraction Getting and spending 
we lay waste our powers . . . Different poem, a trick! 
Her eyes singled me out as the wind slowed. 
Then, reflective. I'd rather be / a Pagan 
suckled in a creed outworn / than a dullard 
with nothing by heart. 
It was midsummer, Minnesota. In the sky, 
the Blind Poet blew sideways, his cape spilling 
rain. They also serve! she sang, hailing 
closure 
as I stopped hearing her. I did not want to 
stand and wait. I loathed nothing so much 
as the forbearance now in her voice, 
insisting that Beauty was at hand, 
but not credible. I considered 
how we twisted into ourselves to live. 
When the storm stopped, I sat still, 
listening. 
Here were the words of the Blind Poet — 
crumpled like wash for the line, to be 
dried, pressed flat. Upstairs, someone called 
my name. What sense would it ever 
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make to them, the unread world, the getters and spenders, 
if they could not hear what I heard, 
not feel what I felt — 




The Dakota in her speech — windy, 
oddly shepherded, always bending — 
lilts of Czech and Norwegian, dumb cousin Swede. 
How had my task become shaking free those words 
from the rhythms of her voice into the imperatives 
of the poets who wrote them — 
When everything whirling otherwise 
in my head re-settled syntax? From her I learned 
a further thing. I heard it in her riptide parataxis: 
compassion. Her wrong emphasis on the right 
words shunted a way to love, the only kind I knew. 
Words: off-kilter, oddly phrased and therefore 
inevitable. Stumbling orphaned heart, awake at 
that first funeral — who was she? Sixteen, 
standing at her mother's grave. Iris, iris — 




That spring, he told me how, as kids, 
they kept teasing their poor mother 
until she pointed straight up and said 
Stop or yoi/7/ be struck. Then the bolt 
from nowhere, lighting their stunned faces. 
Then thunder. 
When it did strike him, years later, 
he fell down alone. He'd been taunting 
Mother Despair, not only in his poems. 
I want him to not stop, to stand up again. 
Years ago, he and I waded into the warm 
water off Temescal. He'd shown up out of 
the blue, heading south. Blond kids stood 
on the lit waves. Air's undertow: love's 
despair. He said. You know what you have to do 
dartin'. We went in, no reason, laughing. No 
haze: you could see all the way to the Channels. 
I knew, but I didn't do it. Breakers soaked us, we 
kept wading. If we'd gone on, on sheer buoyancy 
like that, we'd have entered the cliche, stopping 
only at the fork, where she points and it shimmers 
apocalyptic: Light I've loved and refused all my life. 
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That was close they murmur, then count 
off their small distance away from where 
the swift electric current has seized a man 
under a tree, packaging his tremors . . . 
Thus Buddha, light full on his wide sly 
lips, rises next to the jackal-god, shaking 
her mane of singed hair: what do they care? 
They are not aware of the woman shaking, 
the child repeating the bad word, whirling 
in place. He is a God of the senses and 
he wants to fuck you. That was close. Inside 
the mind, a spotlight. Inside the spotlight, 
a voice. That's all anyone can tell you 
about train schedules. The coordinates 
of the shroud and the hurrying body. This 
shape made by turbulence finally is a circle, 
but on the horizon, where the fiery snake 
swallows its tail, time collapses, distance 
refuses to depart. For once it's now, and 
this is our voice, God, simultaneous. 
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Bedda-don, bedda-don, bedda-don . . . She 
chants low, all joy and menace, closing in 
on the baby bit by bit. Nose to nose with 
his fat worried face, she shrieks, doots! 
and bumps his damp forehead with hers. 
She's our machine, our mirror. Eyebrows up, 
drawing each face into her face — the way 
a thunderhead, rising, draws smaller clouds 
into its brain. Kola<;e dough outgrows 
the bowl. Her dizzying English speeding 
through winters of immigration, wild — 
night silo, night wheat: I repeat 
each syllable as she speaks: Uff-da. 
jebroc. Dedoshek. Dream your eyes, 
little mishka. In school, meaning 
clings resolute to each word. Here, 
brow to brow with passion's signifier 
every word I've learned grows giddy, 
falters. Church Latin rolls over my head, 
imprinting the pale waves of frankincense. 
Ad Deum qui laetificat, juventutem meam. 
No rest for the wicked, she quotes, I must 
have been bad! God, I pray, let me live 
in my suitcase of books. Deliver me from 
the green-eyed snake, the needle-arm of 
the Zenith hi-fi. It winds around the bannister 
at night, talks sepia to me in its jailed bass. 
Dies Irae, dies ilia. Tantum ergo. Throw the cow 
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over the fence some hay. The boy-babies bang 
their skulls against the rattling crib-backs. Dawn. 
Bonjour mes elevesl she calls in fractured French. 
She points out the newest blossoms: peonies, lilacs, 
even the ones we love just for this brief heartbeat 
because they will fade in our hands, die on us, 
even as we recite, in hope of resuscitation, their 
actual names: baby's breath, lily-of-the-valley, bleeding heart. 
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We bought Amish quilts 
in Kalona. Or, I bought two. 
You hung back, approving, 
but disinclined by nature 
to purchase cotton and twill 
oddments, stars and hexagons. 
Yet you did. And paid with 
rare optimism: a love poem. 
It turns out I was the one 
who did not believe. When 
an ecstatic life is taken apart 
then re-stitched in increments, 
it comes to resemble bad faith, 
a set of troubled assumptions. 
My daughter sleeps under mine. 
And you, who are nowhere now but 
in the dark blue cloud, saw it first, 
pointed out to me in love the one 
bright yellow square, uncanny, unfaded 
in the dim one-hundred-year-old field. 
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I once saw, just outside Santa Fe, 
a horse fall to the earth on purpose. 
It happened in the scene where the outlaws 
came galloping across the creek, firing 
their pistols into the air. The riderless 
horse, galloping, knew exactly when, 
as its hoof touched the far bank, 
to stumble and roll on its side in 
the dust — and though the cameras 
blocked everything suddenly, I kept seeing it, 
the sudden drop, the flailing legs. Re-lit 
genesis, a fall away from God's hand. I 
couldn't imagine it for a second, even as I 
saw it happening, heard the impact of the body. 
That morning I'd watched the wrangler 
teach the horse to go down. Prompted, it 
bowed, then dropped to one knee, then 
the other, then slowly rolled. Deep bow, 
the knee bent, head bobbing, the man showing 
the horse in silence how to set the will against 
instinct, how to unbalance what is built into the heart. 
Each time the director nods, they come across again, 
shooting, splashing as the horse begins to stagger. 
Years ago you told me how an invisible river 
runs through a herd of fast horses. Then 
why does this animal, one of a pack trained 
to act on command, push out farther than 
the resD Willing to trust a voice over its 
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own flowing terror, over the shots fired skyward, 
the swiveling eye-sticks? I don't know if the horse 
loved its trainer, if it's that easy. Easy too 
to say that there was a streak beyond self- 
preservation in you, some way that you calmed 
yourself with your own voice as you brought yourself 
to earth. But no one knows that. Your voice, 
your falling to earth. That's the extent of it. 
Though sometimes now I think of you as Lucifer, 
whom I loved perversely as a child, listening 
to my mother recite his demise. On his "faded 
face" . . . "Deep scars of Thunder had intrencht" 
and his heart was wild. A wild horse 
still, a Lucifer, the scars came from hearing, 
an octave above thunder, something splendid, 
something paradisiacal, that you and only 
you, in your capacity to hear and translate, 
your capacity to re-make the world, would obey. 
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A winter resort in summer. 
Mile high and higher. 
Lupine and other obvious 
flowers planted just for the poets. 
Afternoon thunder. God miked, 
someone said. A hawk rose 
and the Wordsworthians swooned. 
I was tired of the altitude, 
the Duino Elegies tattooed 
on everyone's ass. Sick as pitch, 
I parked near the redwood slats 
of the Exxon station and gunned my motor. 
You got in. The whole mountain 
fell into place. Believe me, I had 
nothing to wish for. I still hear my 
mother when I shift gears that fast. 
SIozv down. Somebody's heart. Emily's 
Loaded Chamber. I thought I was ready to 
die that July till you made me see I wouldn't. 
We call it a kind of capability: 
You just slide out of the self — then fly. 
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She says Death 




She says Justice 
and they cry gavel, 
courtroom, blind woman 
with scales, jury. 
Then one murmurs: 
backyard, dirty snowdrifts, 
empty coke bottle, 
blind girl's plaid wool 
scarf. All abstractions 
translate to images, 
she tells them. Then 
how does the broken bottle 
under the snow retrace its 
strange single path of derivation? 
Or this scarf, lost till the thaw? 
She knows there is no way 
back. A door closes. She 
says kidnapper and suddenly 
everyone sees his face. 
She says Love and they see 
nothing, they are blind. 
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"The poet's voice is heard a long way off . . ." 
— Marina Tsvetaeyeva 
Improbable, the voice of the poet: 
it comes, as the Russian genius said, 
from a long way off. Her tone, they 
say, is untranslatable. The words are 
translatable, but not the timbre 
of her voice, her word-play — 
not the blackness of her dawn, 
her church bells, her child's fever 
pealing through the Russian, resonate. 
I sit at the stone gate, here by the drifting 
benches of snow, just past the wind's stumbling 
pursuers, the daughter's fixed gaze — 
a rope over the rafter. Heard her voice, 
may we each kneel in that swaying shadow? 
Bell clapper, scythe, a military salute 
unimaginable at the empty well. Let us 
praise a long way off, the long shadows 
in a poet's voice. Each line, she said 
(up over the rafter) — translated, 
was intonation. Then, silence. 
(The line taut.) Then what we still 
gather, like wolves, from the swaying 
distance, improbable, untranslatable: 
Exile, lilac, dichtung, lucifer, 
bonjour, sushchnost, blood 
stumbling in the heart: its dazzling 




Classroom Printing Set, 1932 
airplane barn nest elephant book 
corn chickens circle dog squirrel 
mouse bird owl goat hen rabbit 
street-car sheep tractor tree wheat 
all the words Wisdom knew 
would be important to us indispensible 
for life ahead these were the first 
words to read to impress into print 
to speak of the long luck they hoped we'd have 
not soul love death not the generalities 
but farm feed flag find food from girl 
help know like live make milk mine more 
the necessary turkey yellow bus and tractor 
purple rabbit school the way they 
ink up and fall and weigh 
and the only people Eskimo Indian Roosevelt 
Wilson Washington and Santa 
the only people and not the word people 
mostly every fence flies the square squirrel the 
green horse 
but a few more people the little mother 
the farmer father and Lincoln 
a shepherd and children 
And not the word world not the word animal 
but the white buffalo engine goat good 
egg cut saw ride cow work 
The class was thankful for the important 
bear bird blue boat 
saw what b did 
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in the sky and rustling shrub-tops on the way home 
knew without knowing how b takes a vowel to be its own 
and that is the beginning of contrast 
between bird and bear 
the mouse is important and more so because 
the m has an o the o has a u and so on 
the letters all have somebody and the e 
if it doesn't have somebody has a job 
and a nice space ahead to call its own 
you can hear e breathing into it 
on a cold day e makes vapors 
and the whole mouse is important in the world 
for the prospects of children 
to teach their hands to search little fingernails 
to nose about like mice this is how we 
make it through the fields of the farmer 
the fields of night 
Roosevelt is the Roosevelt of Roosevelts 
no matter how little or big he will get 
the name has two armholes he will always fit 
The wise know it will matter to us 
how the owl will look at us 
and behind the owl will be darkness 
which could well be full of dark triangles 
before they are trinities they are simple triangles 
stacked like inexperienced pyramids strung 
like clothes hangers stored for symphonies 
We are reassured these things are principal 
and our wrinkled brows feel good 
the right warmth sweater the hen’s feathers 
right weight for the hen for the serious work 
the hen must do before it plays 
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red is always momentous red means all red 
that we see all of it maybe tomorrow 
there will be some important red 
as we walk to school thinking rainwater-clear 
or skippingstone-gray we who read red 
will be ready for it 
black bring brown color drink 
are the five-letter words the first five 
and you can see how much more 
they weigh than red And color 
is different because it bends in two 
yet has the same size squad as 
black and drink and brown and bring 
and also color has no color 
and that could make us grave 
for the owl will always rest its head on the black 
where its eyes care most 
for the owl will not know what to see in color 
Run feels better than drink See feels better than bring 
Draw a doll farm For + get = forget 
(There is no I ) 
The teacher lifts the tray of word-stamps 
exposes the hectograph she is 
assembling problem sheets for reading and math 
2 squirrels x 3 squirrels = tree of play 
Sponge hectograph sheet with water. 
Massage it. Place master copy face down 
one minute to produce negative. 
Copies — lay blank sheets over negative, 
press them lightly with palm, 
remove them in quick succession. 
We advise the hectograph then be set aside. 
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After twenty-four hours the impression 
will still appear on the gelatin roll 
but this is no cause for concern 
as it has settled below the surface . . . 
Corn and chickens raise yellow 
The schoolteacher is the mother of a circle 
The flag girl marches straight 
loves the hovering drapery of flowing stripes 
She is Columbia and Miss Liberty in one 
The house boy longs after her 
A nagging question: What is mouse paste? 
What will work? You needn't have 
any sad abstractions ever 
just Find food Know the blue farmer Store Santa 
Put out red pig Where’s Lincoln or Wilson or Roosevelt? 
And antidotes Give the goat 
your good square (There is no best) 
Help father be a black tree 
Eat every orange star 
Shepherd the elephant egg 




Certain snails, pale ones, 
high on the stone wall 
get x hours of sun. 
Others, darker, lower down, y hours. 
He likes the bench very much. 
How, from here, his mind can put 
any four together 
— little, big, pearly, brown — 
like a pair of mismatched shoes 
waltzing with a partner 
slowly swept without her 
knowing off her feet. 
What if love were this possible 
all over, why not, the world? 
Back in the lab this morning, the beautiful dark 
woman from Bosnia lost in her latest letter — 
her father, a surgeon, almost finished 
going blind, the simple drug's name 
still left off the Red Cross list — 
never looked up from the minefield studded 
with beakers, pipettes. 
But what if, next to the purposive shapes 
of his muscular hands 
and bright surgical instruments, 
that father-darkness 
is growing at a rate which bears 
some correlation to how fast the woman's 
dark face has been darkening 
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— color of olives, the sun 
going down in the olives — 
lately — how long now? — 
and one could take note, also, of how 
sadness becomes her, 
and escape. . . He stares. Science 
requires his passivity. 
Spiral. Spiral. Glide. 
Suck. 
Ooze. 
Nothing about his body 
is like their bodies. 
A triangle sturdy enough to steady 
an easel or a camera on 
spans snails and the snail- 
hypothesis and him. 
He leans a little closer — which one is she? — 
and leaf-shadow stipples him: 
pale snails clinging to the white envelope 
deep — he knows this — in the bottom of her purse, 
that pallor dotted with the darkness 
of the ones on the bottom 
closing the father's eyes with the cool 
tongues of their bodies for good. 
Nothing's ever happened to him 
that could make her love him. 
All poetry did was speckle him like a trout. 
But x, rhapsodic .v, the full sun shining upon her 
says: 
Light one, got it? Dark one. 
Big one. Little one. 
Slowly now. Left foot and right foot and . . . 
W8 
THE SWIM 
for my father 
He is so tired of being hauled up by the armpits. 
Dressed. Moved. Fed. 
Tired of this parachute-feeling, 
day's long descent toward unfamiliar bed. 
But the pool is waiting. The pool is always waiting. 
With its clear mood, with its doctor-smell chlorine. 
There's a footpath to the edge that never dries, never. 
The air's nearsighted, blue. 
He has earned the right 
to move among his species here, 
legs successfully maneuvered 
into requisite fluorescent briefs. 
Surely there's someone here 
who still needs him to hold her. 
He reaches and reaches 
but nothing grabs back. 
Not the swaddling water, not the fact 
that those dry strangers (us) 
are waiting to take him home. 
Maybe — one moment in fifty?, 
like, he is back on his lifeguard break 
flashing a few facile laps at poolside girls — 
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it is beautiful having 
no disbelief to suspend. 
The brain floats in its case and the body floats after it. 
He hits the wall. Forgets. Aims for the other wall. 
Here's how many laps he has swum: 
This one. This one. 
That is how God counts. 
no 
SYLVIA'S STARLINGS 
Today's cool, quite un-sun, but 
sung about by mouths 
for whom a collection is being taken up: 
$3.75 per plastic tub of worms. 
Limp noodles, old rice, wet cat food, nothing 
quiets them like worms. 
And make sure the dirt's still on them: roughage. 
And do it even though they're common: starlings. 
And don't forget to go into that room every hour 
and unhinge the cat cage 
the cat is outside of, unhang 
the doily, the tea towel, the dread . . . 
There are yellow mouths in there! 
Two broken egg yolks! 
Worms now! Little forceps! How small 
a thing is worth 
getting up in the middle of the night for, 
and what about two small things, does that make it 
twice as noble, you, common animal, with your 
five fingers each of which is plumper than their 
two necks combined, look 
at how big the powers of giving are, picture your hand 
from their point of view, how 
unfeathery, what precise oafs we are, look at 
the fat bait shop man 
sunk back in the green nest 
of our soft dollar bills. 
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look at our heroic names 
recorded on the envelope of money marked 
"Worm Fund for Board Members Leonard and Jill": 
this is a test of our silliness, 
which one will actually put her hand 
into the gaudy maw; 
this is a test of who's scrawnier, uglier, 
this is the Wright brothers — ah, two of them! — 
let's take pictures, let's build our hopes on them, this is the big deal 
wind-in-branches story in which 
the hero parts the icy waters I mean licey feathers 
en route to the promised land; 
this is a test of how much we need the fallen, 
this is the question the wind asks and 
this is two answers the cat gives 
if we give up at all. 
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Marcia Southwick 
THE AMISH ON ROLLERBLADES 
We're witnessing right now, this minute, the Amish 
learning to rollerblade. They won't accept the bicycle 
as a way to get around, but rollerblades are the closest thing 
to their own two feet. Yesterday they were worried only about 
thin, 
shelly hoof-walls and saddle racks & today they're looking into 
Rollerblade's fusion line, with adjustable brake height 
and heel lock. They're beginners so they're practicing 
how to fall by skating over to soft looking patches of grass 
& learning to roll rather than slam as they hit the ground. 
Just yesterday I was raising black mollies in a jar separate from 
their mothers who would eat them & I was catching garter snakes 
before they shimmied between the garden wall's stones. 
My red slider turtle sat all day in his bowl on the island with 
the plastic green palm tree, and I rescued baby moles from 
drowning 
in our flooded basement. Then I took a hairpin turn. 
A door opened and I entered the world of Giorgio Armani 
& Ms. Galaxy the fitness champ who is selling Hypergrowth 
formula. 
I found Gary Kasparov playing chess against IBM's super¬ 
computer, Deep Blue, that can analyze 200 million moves a 
second. 
Now there's a 500 million dollar business mixing eggs 
harvested from a woman's ovaries with sperm in a Petri dish. 
I want to go back & hear my aunt say "You have no business 
in the dining or living room except to practice the piano." I 
want to hear 
my uncle say, "Cook those quail quickly or you might as well 
use them 
for badminton shuttlecocks." I want to walk a hardwood ridge 
with 
my cousins & look for turkeys. I miss the old sagging barbed- 
wire fence 
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and the whitetails flicking their ears as they graze. I want to go 
back to my 
childhood where the Amish aren't rollerblading. But now they're 
learning 
to jump curbs. They're swivelling their hips & keeping their 
elbows tucked 




Vulgar paw-prints on the BMW 
trivialize the threat, but the car's siren, 
still in pique, pursues 
a tired raccoon. A few valleys east, 
Calif recites lightning over Sierra 
foothills to curse the cheap 
tract houses, but here animals still argue 
the wilderness these raked white beaches 
& millionaire "cottages" pretend. 
Robinson Jeffers built rage first 
then poems from the fog-scuffed rocks he bore 
grunting up from this same beach 
to make a tower he could be tall in. 
We stoop to enter Jeffers' world; 
his wife would rap the low ceiling between them 
when his pacing overhead stopped & the poem 
might've squeezed in the whole Big Sur coast. 
Miles south & a real wilderness away, Hearst bought 
a vision too big for himself — the shiploads 
of statuary parodied in CITIZEN KANE, 
the private zoo — only a tourist arrow knows 
its way through his castle's cluttered acres. 
In Carmel, Loretta & I go out the gate 
Jeffers used — now designer homes crowd it. 
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The BMW is local, the raccoon bred 
to add to the car's relevance. 
Prosperity is only a small god, 
but you pray to it — just in case. 
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ABBOTT'S LAGOON 
The storm's still everywhere I step, 
affectionate like a lover who touches you 
with pliers, at the periphery 
of the ego little wavelets like blisters. 
The lagoon's surface is folded 
in labial wind-stirrings; a few birds twitch 
in & out of the water onto the sand 
that's the color of a rainblasted trenchcoat. 
Then, at the edge of the ocean, 
I study three minutes (I time myself 
to know when to wade in) the loose 
mound in the backwash that's flexing 
& bobbing in the ocean's insomnia. 
Is it the suicide you always promise in the storm 
against yourself, or just more kelp 
torqued around its own embrace, loving 
any sort of afterlife, self-tangled like all 
of us, oozing the bottom's root-grease 
into the water around it? Glad to be puzzled, 
I step back, turn from all the evidence 
& trot into another morning's work-out. 
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Charles Simic 
FROM MY NOTEBOOKS: 
ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 
The poet is like a compulsive talker at a funeral. People 
nudge him and tell him to be quiet and he apologizes, agrees that 
this is not the place, and so on and so forth as he goes on blab¬ 
bering. 
Cioran writes, "God is afraid of man . . . man is a monster, 
and history has proved it." 
My ideal is Richard Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy, a 
catalogue of many varieties of mopiness human beings are sub¬ 
ject to, everything from the gloom caused by evils of the world to 
the kind caused by lovers' squabbles. Burton, who is one of the 
great stylists in the language, wrote the book to relieve his own 
low spirits. The result is the most cheerful book on general un¬ 
happiness we have. 
"A book suitable for reading in an abandoned house among 
weeds on a still night and a full stomach," writes Felisberto Her¬ 
nandez, who once described a young woman about to recite one 
of her poems as assuming an attitude that made one think of 
something between infinity and a sneeze. 
In no other century, in no other literature of the past, has the 
image been this important. In the age of ideology and advertise¬ 
ment, the poet, too, trusts the eyes more than the ear. 
No preconceived aesthetic sense can guide the poet and the 
artist in American cities where chance rules. 
In poetry, to quote a bluesman who calls himself Satan, one 
must "learn to do wrong with respect." 
The soul squawking to the body about its days being num¬ 
bered. That's what most blues songs and lvric poems are about. 
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I'm preparing to relocate to a rock in the sea. 
Ars Poetica: I ate the white chickens and left the red wheel¬ 
barrow out in the rain. 
As a poet, the Lord of the Universe is hopelessly obscure. 
Intense experience eludes language. Language is the Fall 
from the awe and consciousness of being. 
To be a poet is to feel something like a unicyclist in a desert, 
a pornographic magician performing in the corner of the church 
during Mass, a drag queen attending night classes and blowing 
kisses at the teacher. 
The prose poem is a fabulous beast like the sphinx. A mon¬ 
ster made up of prose and poetry. 
How is it that certain expressions of our own subjectivity in 
poetry strike the reader as merely self-indulgent or sentimental, 
while others, equally personal, have a universal resonance? The 
answer may be that there are two kinds of poets: Those who ask 
the reader to wallow in self-pity with them and those who simply 
remind them of their common human predicament. 
To rescue the banal is every lyric poet's ambition. 
Our conservatives and liberals both dream of censorship. 
Their ideal, without their realizing it, is Mao's China. Only a few 
books in bookstores and libraries and every one of them carrying 
a wholesome message. 
American academics suffer from cultural insecurity. They 
really don't know who they are, but our writers do, and that's the 
problem. 
My father's comment on an old waiter in our favorite Greek 
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restaurant: "His grandpa ran the shadow projector in Plato's 
Cave." 
"I would have given my pants for . . . he kept shouting 
all his life. 
To me the test of a literary theory is what it has to say about 
the lyric poem. If it avoids the lyric or stumbles over it, I say for¬ 
get it. It's a fraud. 
Here's the first rule of insomnia: Don't talk to the heroes and 
villains on the screen. 
In the beginning there was Whitman and Dickinson and Poe. 
Whitman was our Homer and Dickinson our Sappho, but who 
the hell was Poe? 
The aim of ideologies of ethnicity, nationality, religion and 
gender is to remove the sense of one's own individual limitations 
and failure as a human being and to replace the "I" by a "we." 
Even birds detest poetry, it seems. The beauty of the sunset 
over the quiet lake made them holler. Even the leaves, shushing 
each other into sleep, grew agitated. The grandeur of the sky 
lasted just as long as it took them to make their complaints, and 
then they were done. 
The identification of what remains untouched by change has 
been the philosopher's task. Art and literature, on the contrary, 
have been delighted with the ephemeral — the smell of bread, for 
instance. 
Always the foreigner, the stranger, someone a bit fishy. Even 
the smiling dummies in store windows eved me with suspicion 
today. 
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Rubbing against so many strangers in so many places and 
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aping their ways to pass for a native has made you incompre¬ 
hensible even to yourself. 
The American writers have been lucky that the rich and 
powerful have had no interest in making them their concubines. 
Our so-called intellectuals have not been so fortunate. 
At night frequently I have the same dream: A border guard 
steps with his boot on my passport. 
Every poetic image asks why is there something rather than 
nothing as it renews our astonishment that things exist. 
There's a tradition of wonderful misfits in literature, unclas- 
sifiable writers and poets, like Michaux and Edson, suspicious of 
literature, who are at the same time its biggest addicts. Only a 
style which is a carnival of styles seems to please them. A poetry, 
in short, that has the feel of a circus, a sideshow, vaudeville, facts 
stranger than fiction, fake miracles and superstitions, dream- 
books sold at supermarket counters, etc. 
It is possible to make astonishingly tasty dishes from the 
simplest ingredients. That's my aesthetics. I'm the poet of the fry¬ 
ing pan and my love's little toes. 
To preserve the standpoint of the individual is the continu¬ 
ous struggle. The tribe is always trying to reform you, teach you 
some manners and a new vocabulary. 
Wittgenstein Bubble Gum: Trying to say that which cannot 
be said. Endeavoring, exerting myself daily — and how! — to 
woo, to throw a net over, to grapple and scuffle with that which 
cannot be voiced, intoned, ventriloquized as to its content, even 
in a ghastly stammer, and is, perhaps, given only in small hints 
by a hand gesture, a shrugged shoulder, a long sigh. Humdinger! 
Language is a monkey wrench. 
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The muses are cooks. Poetry is a kind of cookery. I divide my 
poems between appetizers, stews and desserts. 
On the invisible line between the sayable and the unsayable 
— the lyric poem. 
If music is about the use of time and painting about the use 
of space, in lyric poems they're brought together. Image brings 
space into language (time) which the language then fragments 
into space. 
Poetry like the movies worries about sequence, framing, 
montage and cutting. 
A poem like a holy icon, painted in secret hope that some day 
a god may come to inhabit it miraculously. 
It's getting dark and I'm showing my teeth to the hell hound 
running behind me on the road to nowhere. 
Soon we'll all be returning to Emily Dickinson's dark closet. 
Funambulist of the invisible, make it quick, start your walk. 
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lished two collections. The 
Spaces Between Birds and 
Edge Effect, in 1996, both with 
Wesleyan. She teaches at the 
University of California at 
Davis. 
CHRISTOPHER MERRILL's re¬ 
cent books include Watch Fire, 
a collection of poems, and The 
Old Bridge: The Third Balkan 
War and the Age of the 
Refugee, forthcoming from 
Henry Holt. He holds the 
William W. Jenks Chair in Con¬ 
temporary Letters at the Col¬ 
lege of the Holy Cross. 
W. S. MERWIN's most recent 
books are The Vixen (Knopf, 
1996) and Flower & Hand 
(Copper Canyon), a reissue of 
three earlier collections. 
EUGENIO MONTALE'S se¬ 
quence, Mediterranean, from his 
first collection, Ossi di Seppia 
/ Cuttlefish Bones, is one of 
the most important poetic 
sequences of early modernist 
poetry. "I know of just one 
other complete translation," 
DAVID YOUNG notes, "that of 
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William Arrowsmith. It is quite 
accurate but because Arrow- 
smith's ear often fails him, it 
seemed to me there was room 
in the world for another ver¬ 
sion of this important and 
beautiful poem." 
CAROL MUSKE teaches Cre¬ 
ative Writing at the University 
of Southern California. Her 
new books are Women and Po¬ 
etry: Truth, Autobiography 
and the Shape of the Self, 
from Michigan, and the forth¬ 
coming An Octave Above 
Thunder: New and Selected 
Poems (Penguin), the title se¬ 
quence of which we feature in 
this issue of FIELD. 
CATHAL 6 SEARCAIGH, poet 
and playwright, lives on a 
small hill farm at the foot of 
Mount Errigal in County Done¬ 
gal. Over the past decade he 
has emerged as one of Ireland's 
most distinguished contempo¬ 
rary Irish language poets. These 
translations, notes SHEROD 
SANTOS, derive from four un¬ 
linked poems in Homecoming 
/ An bealach 'na bhaile (1993). 
IRA SADOFF has a collection 
of poems. Grazing, forthcom¬ 
ing from David Godine. He 
lives in Hallowed, Maine. 
SHEROD SANTOS is the au¬ 
thor of three books of poetry, 
most recently The City of 
Women (Norton, 1993). A new 
collection, The Pilot Star Ele¬ 
gies, is due out from Norton 
next fall. 
DENNIS SCHMITZ'S most re¬ 
cent book is About Night: Se¬ 
lected and New Poems (Ober- 
lin College Press, 1994). 
CHARLES SIMIC's last book of 
poems is Walking the Black 
Cat, from Harcourt Brace. 
These notebook entries will be 
a part of Orphan Factory, a 
book of essays due out next 
year. 
MARCIA SOUTHWICK's books 
include The Night Won't Save 
Anyone (Georgia) and Why 
the River Disappears (Car¬ 
negie Mellon). She lives in 
Santa Fe and teaches at the 
University of New Mexico. 
C. D. WRIGHT's most recent 
book is Tremble (Ecco, 1996). 
She is on the faculty at Brown 
Universitv. 
CHARLES WRIGHT's Black 
Zodiac appeared last spring 
from Farrar, Straus & Giroux. 
The poems in this issue are 
from a new manuscript, Ay- 
pa Inch in. 
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from Oberlin College Press 
A Stick that Breaks 
and Breaks 
MARIANNE BORUCH 
In this remarkable book, her fourth collection of poems, 
Marianne Boruch continues to explore the world around her with 
curiosity, wry humor, searching skepticism and thoughtful 
tenderness. These poems range widely, letting themselves be 
triggered, often, by quite ordinary events and people, in order to 
launch themselves into questions and considerations we coulci 
not have predicted from their initial subjects. At their center, the 
poet—impersonal, observant, reflective and usually solitary— 
meditates with the care of a scientist and the precision of a 
magician on the way our lives weave the material and the 
spiritual, affluent and starving at the same time, into a pattern 
that is both comic and tragic to contemplate. Wiry, witty, shot 
through with a special wisdom, these are poems to cherish and 
reread. 
The fifth book in the Field Poetry Series. 
Paper $12.95 ISBN 0-932440-80-0 
Cloth $22.95 ISBN 0-932440-79-7 
Oberlin College Press, Rice Hall, Oberlin College, Oberlin, OH 44074 
phone (440)775-8408 fax (440)775-8124 
email oc.press@oberlin.edu www.oberlin.edu/~ocpress 











One of the hallmarks of FIELD magazine has always been its 
attention to what poets have to say about poetry. Essays on 
contemporary poetry and poetics by working poets have 
appeared since the first issue, and many have become widely 
celebrated: Stafford and Levertov discussing the writing process. 
Hall and Bly exploring the psychic origins of poetic form, Snyder 
talking about poetry and community, Kinnell and Rich on the self 
and sexuality in poetry, and a symposium of seven poets talking 
about the poetic line, among many others. 
This revised and expanded edition of A FIELD Guide to 
Contemporary Poetry ami Poetics reprints these classic essays, and 
augments them with a number of dazzling performances, 
including McPherson on telling secrets, Kaufman and Levis on 
the use of place in contemporary poetry, and three poets writing 
revealingly about their own insomnia, backache, and myopia. 
The collection provides a rich and stimulating perspective on 
the state of contemporary poetry, as seen through the eves of the 
poets themselves. 
Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-932440-77-0 
Oberlin College Tress, Rice Hall, Oberlin College, Oberlin, OH 44074 
phone (440)775-8408 fax (440)775-8124 
email oc.press@oberlin.edu www.oberlin.edu/-oepress 
The 1998 FIELD Poetry Prize 
The editors of FIELD announce tlie second annual FIELD 
Poetry Prize. The winning manuscript, a book-length 
collection of poems, will he published in 1998 by Oberlin 
College Press in the FIELD Poetry Series. The winning 
author will also receive an award of $1000. 
The contest is open to all poets—those who have published 
in book form as well as those who have not. Previously 
unpublished manuscripts of poetry in English between 50 
and 80 pages in length will be considered. 
Submit manuscripts during December 1997 only. The 
reading fee is $22, which includes a year's subscription to 
FIELD. Checks should be payable to FIELD. 
Manuscripts will not be returned. Include a stamped, self- 
addressed postcard if you wish to he notified that your 
manuscript arrived in our offices. Include a stamped self- 
addressed envelope if you wish to receive notice of the 
results. 
The winner will be announced in Spring 1998. 
Send manuscript and reading fee to: 
FIELD Poetry Series 
P.O. Box 4127 
Lafayette, IN 47903-4127 
Forthcoming in late 1997 from Oberlin College Press: 
Vanitas Motel by Jon Loomis 
Vanitas Motel, Jon Loomis's first collection, is 
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